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New Orleans, La., May 11. Dawn
El Paso, May 11. Emilio Vasquez
Princeton, X. J., May 11. Princeton
Washington, D. C, May 11. The
Scranton. Pa., May 11. A riotous
Senate.
of the Republican national
awoke today to find that beautiful Gomez, provisional president of Mex- demonstration made by foreigners at
today brought relief and hope to thou- make-uMet at noon.
sands of people and ended a night of convention, so far as the original setaring weather had arrived for the in ico, has "beat it.'' He slipped out of Olypbant Colliery No. 1, Delaware &
Considered
N auguration of John Crier Hibben
miscellaneous
as Juarez during the night and is now Hudson Company, today resulted in
excitement and terror for those living lection of delegates can determine will
legislation.
en route back to San Antonio. Gomez the killing of George Robaresky, a It
in upstate towns and villages behind be practically settled within a week.
president of Princeton University.
Secretary Nagel reported in- N
Taft Attended Inauguration.
set up his provisional capital at Juarez year old hoy, by the state troopers.
levees considered none too safe be- Including eight to be chosen today at
vestigation of Lawrence strike
President Taft who participated in a week ago today, in response to an The troopers were riding down a
cause of the terrific storm that swept district conventions in Texas and Ariwould be completed and sub- the inauguration, started the activities invitation of General Pascual Orozco crowd of rioters who were desperate
down the Mississippi river from the zona, more than 200 delegates aire to
mitted within next fortnight.
in their manner, displaying firearms
be selected in the eight days ending
or
the day, arrived here at fi o'clock to "come to Chihuahua."
of
to
Louisiana
northern portion
the
and minority mem- - V a. m. Later he was driven to "Prosnext Saturday.
and
Majority
Orozco
Gomez.
hurling stones and clubs at the
Repudiated
gulf. The deluge was accompanied by
bers Lorimer committee agreed
Orozco repudiated him, however, as state police.
the official residence of the prespect"
Divergent Estimates.
hail and lightning, and a near hurrito file both reports on investi- Innocent Bystander as Usual.
ident of Princeton, where he is the provisional president, and after dickerAbout 100 will then remain to be
cane that dashed river water over
The boy was standing in the front
May 20, and agreed that
gation
a
for
threw
Gomez
week,
finally
ing
for
the
of
48
Hibben.
24
President
from Ohio and
guest
day
levees in cascades from Baton Rouge, chosen, including
a vote on the case be taken at
Other prominent
arrivals included up the sponge and left. Orozco says jard of his home, the mob near by desouth, tearing away temporary earth- from New Jersey. The widely diverN
this session of Congress.
Chief Justice White, Associate Justice he only invited Gomez to come and fiantly daring the troopers to come
gent claims of the Taft and Roosevelt
works recently constructed.
House.
consult with him, not to set up a pro- on. The mounted police moved formanagers make it apparent that a dePitney of the Supreme Court of the
Near Panics Reported.
Met at noon.
Gomez claimed ward just as a volley of stones struck
visional government.
termination of the actual control of
.United States and the president of
Considered
same rebel junta that created them. Several pistol shots were fire'J
private claim
that
the
From scores of towns belated tele- the convention is impossible in admany universities.
bills.
Orozco, asked him to take the provi by the crowd. The troopers had their
grams tell of conditions almost border- vance of the meeting of the Republi- S
contin- committee
Oath By Justice Pitney.
Judiciary
sional presidency. Gomez left Juarez at guns ready and were ordered to shot.
ing on panic where hundreds of fright- can national committee June 6. The
ued its investigation of charges
The ceremony began at 11 o'clock a. 10 o'clock last night, but his absence The police were ordered to fire low
ened people left frame dwellings and committee will take up at that time,
against Commerce Court Judge X m. Preceding it was a procession of was kept a secret until this afternoon. and the bullet that hit the boy was
buildcontests
in
brick
stone
and
of
the
seats
at
involving
sought safety
Archbald.
all those who were to participate in
El Paso, Texas, May 11. Fighting not intended for him. It passed
ings. Many places reported as much least 164 delegates, and it is not uninduction
between
federal' and rebel armies was through his body over the heart.
the
and
the
entire
student
as six inches of rain within about four likely that additional contests will be
Lorimer Report May 20.
Shooting Cowed Rioters.
body of the university. The oath of of- resiimed late yesterday afternoon, achours ending at 10 o'clock last night, announced by the time the committee
An! fice was administered by Associate cording to telegrams received today.
The shooting for a time cowed the
11
D.
Washington,
May
C,
work.
begins
flooding towns and villages.
agreement has been reached by the Justice Pitney. During the ceremony General Pasqual Orozco was directing rioters but they gathered in greater
786 Delegates Chosen.
Worked All Night In Rain.
majority and minority members of the; the degree of Doctor of Laws was con- the rebel forces in person from Yermo, force as news of the hoy's death
where spread. The police, however, appear to
Up to this morning 7S6 of the 1,078 special committee investigating the! ferred upon President
At dozens of points up and down the
Taft, and upon fourteen miles north of Conejos,
his advance guard now is located ant! have the situation well in hand. More
river where levees were thought weak- delegates to Chicago had been chosen, election of Senator Lorimer of Illinois Chief Justice White.
to Roosevelt
miles north of Peronal.j troopers from the Peckville station
estimates, and both reports will be filed in the; "Make a Man and He Will Find Work." twenty-eigh- t
ening, hundreds of citizens, worked according
of the advancing fedor-- j and from Wyoming barracks arrived
NT.
headquarters
beside gangs of convicts all night while the Taft forces record twenty Senate May 20. Senator Lee of Ten-- j
11.
a
"Fit
J., May
at Olyphant shortly after the shooting.
less. The differences arise over Mary- nesfee, who made the announcement! Princeton,
als.
in
the
mud
man
for
the day's work, but at the
long
driving rain, digging
de-- l To
where the Taft managers declare in the Senate today, said the commit- land,
was
who
General
Inez
Keep Foreigners From Gathering.
Salazar,
and piling sand bags on levee tops to
same time, equip him to meet the criThere was no trouble today at the
will toe had also agreed that a vote on the
the control of sixteen
t'cated by General Trucy Anbert at
sis
and
which
the
the
keep the torrential waters from the not be cleared until the delegates
emergency
day's
state conven- case should be taken during this ses-- j
Carmen rejoined the main rebel army Cayuga breaker in North Scranton
north at New Orleans, the wind back- tion next
work will inevitably bring forth. He
where yesterday's disturbance occurat Conejos last night.
Tuesday in Kansas, where sion of Congress.
ed up the water until the gauge at 10
who has laid a broad and secure founred and several men were wounded.
the Roosevelt records show fourteen
Lee said a joint request
Senator
Censured.
Dispatches
o'clock registered 21.9 feet.
dation will find no difficulty in erecthave been chosen and the Taft
State, local and railroad police still
the two sides of the controversy
that
orders
issued
General
Orozco
Water Blown Over Levees.
Whatever he
ords ten.
would be presented when the reports ing the
with the rebel army are on the ground. leaders of the
correspondents
Water was blown over the levees
builds
Able
he
will
to build himself
be
were filed, for fixing a day during the
Political Managers Differ.
should not go south of Escalon and in- United Mine Workers are endeavoring
here at many places. At the southern
head of tension for a vote. Senator Jones of into the work of his hand and brain. dications are that all news is being to keep the foreign speaking miners
McKinley,
Representative
Pacific transfer ferry, the water lit- the Taft
Make a man and he will find his
censured sharply. Jt appears certain throughout the region from gathering
campaign claimed 483 dele- Washington, speaking for the friends
erally poured over the lines of sand gates for the President and conceded t'f Senator Lorimer, said there had work." Thus did Dr. John Grier Hib- that rebels have beei driven north as in crowds about the mines.
bags placed about the ferry house by 237 to Colonel Roosevelt.
Trooper Arrested for Killing.
Senator never been any desire to postpone the ben announce his views on higher ed- several days ago they claimed to have
the railroad people. Emergency gangs 'Dixon, manager for Colonel Roosevelt, vote, notwithstanding reports to the. ucation in his inaugural address as occupied Peronal, where the federals
Scranton, Pa., May 11. Corporal
George Dace, in charge of the state
stopped the overflow after half an claimed 319 for Roosevelt and con-- i contrary. It is believed that the vote president of Princeton University. now are maintaining headquarters.
troopers was placed under arrest in
President Hibben spoke on the topic
hour's work. The city streets was ceded 113 to Taft. The Roosevelt will be taken early in June,
on
the
of
defensive,
Instead
being
have charge of the prisoners.
connection with the shooting of the
of Liberal Education."
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turned into torrents, the water in sev- managers contend that 114 delegates
Essentials
within
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the
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With
Witness
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government
Hazy Memory,
Election Contest.
boy. He was taken to the state police
atbusiness are uninstructed, including S8 froml Washington, D. C, May 11. Edward His address, in part, follows:
eral instances flooding
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hours, pushed
Reed Hollman, the Tucumcari attor- houses to the depth of four inches, fill- New
barracks at Wyoming, where bail was
Love
of
Education
Not
rebels
Natural.
tack vigorously, forcing the
York, and that 164 are contested. J. Williams, testifying today in the
ney who was a candidate on the Re- ing basements and
s
"One who is to maintain the health northward nearly twenty miles to arraigned for him. All the special poBoth campaign committees, in their .bearing of charges against Judge
licemen of the Delaware & Hudson
publican ticket for the office of judge
give. Senator LaFollette thirty-- 1 ert Archbald, entangled himself in a and growth of his intellectual life Conejos, about 200 miles south of 'ChiWade Home Shoeless. '
Company were hurried to Olyphant
of the Eighth Judicial District, filed
six
in
and
some
huahua.
Cummins!
come
must
maze
at
Senator
of
later
his
statements,
e
period
delegates
In the twenty-fivcontradictory
minutes ending at
the morning to assist the state
during
suit yesterday afternoon in the state 9 o'clock
ten.
Sack.
two
a
weeks'
Forces
was
for
the
in
Liberal
to
with
the tasks of
Falling
Williams, who
Preparations
partner
development
delight
last night, 1.7 inches of rain
in maintaining order. The
supreme court against Judge T. D. fell. In
battle at Chicago over the seating of Judge Archbald in an alleged effort to the intellect. To rejoice in the labors
Peronal and other towns occupied troopers
waresidence
district
the
the
policemen formed a line around the
Lieb of Raton, who was declared electcom- - procure culm bank property from the of
week
within
the
the
liberal
are
forces
contested
being
by
delegations
charnot
a
is
the
prevailing
mind,
ter was over the sidewalks by several
ed. The petition. alleges intimidation
confus-bothave been evacuated. These facts be- breaker and warned the men not to
acteristic of the nat.iral man.
inches. Hundreds were caught in the pleted rapidly by the attorneys for Erie railroad, was particularly
attempt to cross it.
of election judges and errors in the
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factions.
While
contests
few
an
ed
about
contract
assignment
"The practical problem, therefore, came known early today when a teledown pour, unable to get to their
beand
na-at
was
of
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filed
W.
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been
with
interview
thus
with
P.
far
the
j
edited last September
counting
arranged
for the teacher is to choose that graphic
homes because of the crippled car serCHICAGO PAPERS ISSUED
tional committee, the managers andlfloland1 of Scranton, in which Judge branch of
other points. The papers in the case vice. Scores of well
which will best pro- tween General Joaquin Tellez at the
study
on
men
dressed
FULL EDITIONS TODAY.
federal
of
the
staff
their attorneys will be ready with all .Archbald was referred to as a "silent duce a
are made returnable on May 27, next Canal street took off
headquarters
cause
spirit of devotion to the
their water- of the cases
troops north of Bermejillo and an Asand Sheriff Sinecio Cisneros, of Taos
May 29, the date on party." First denying that he ever of knowledge and joy in its service.
by
to serve logged shoes, slung them over their which the papers must be before the signed such a contract, then admitting
sociated Press representative here. It All Are Reported to Have Full Crews
county, has been ordered
to Freedom.
Necessary
Schooling
rolled up their trousers to committee.
of Pressmen and Stereo-typershoulders,
was learned that since early yesterof
but
he
the
that
copy
did,
asserting
them.
"In Princeton we believe that it is
their knees and waded home.
when communication was estabthe contract, before the committee'
Taft Delegates to Be Contested.
day
Committee Meetings.
certo have a
Rain, hail and Hurricane.
lished with the headquarters of GenThe delegations instructed for Taft was not the one he signed, and finally absolutely necessary,
The House-Senat- e
Steering CommitAn inferno of the elements gripped whose seats will be contested accord- - declaring he had no good recollection tain schooling in preparation for the eral Victoriana Huerta, the federal (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and
tee held a meeting last evening
Chicago. 111.. Mav 11. The Chieaeo
the city for hours last night. Rain ing to the latest statement from Sen about it, Williams was bombarded by responsibilities for freedom; and that commander-in-chief- ,
the latter had adprogram.
considered the legislative
hit and miss choice of an immature vanced
the
afternoon
in sheets, the wind blew a gale, ator Dixon, are as follows:
newspapers issued full sized
fell
reat
miles.
himself
He
contradicted
Huerta,
nearly thirty
questions.
both
The railroad committees of
mind in new and strange surroundings daybreak today wag near Peronal, and editions and copies were sold under
hail added to the terror, the river rose
Alabama 20: Arkansas 8; District peatedly.
furto
for
houses adjourned
Monday
forms a poor propaedeutic to the seri- his outposts were north toward Cone- police guard in practically every part
leaps and lapped across the levees, of Columbia 2; Florida 12; Georgia
ther hearings on railroad leg- by
of the city today.
ous tasks of free investigation.
A number of arwas
Louisi
continuous
e
it
over
and
all
there
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16;
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islation.
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attack on newsoff
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while
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forces
of
of
General
Work
of
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and
Rabajo,
University.
roaring
lightning
display
Judiciary after listening to arguments der.
FOR
boys but no serious disturbances were
"The university is not specifically ward the Tiorthwest near Sierra
Carolina 4; Tennessee 14; Virginia 22. RARD
or. medical legislation yesterday
General Trucy Aubert with 4,000 reported.
The 200 delegates to be selected the
designed for the purpose of fitting a
City in Darkness.
AM the newspapers
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26
threatens
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in
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man
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depth
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body
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It
Minesota,
at.
in
life.
California,
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work
future
three to fifteen inches. People
Union No.
appear before it to present argu- from
Typographical
Washington, 14 in North Carolina, 16
tempt to develop the whole man. No insurrectos under Orozco.
16, which embraces all the printers emments on behalf of the Christian Sci. in the downtown district were ma- in West Virginia and scattering deleFederals Number 10,000.
of
can
be
satisfactormind
the
faculty
block
within
rooned
for
ho
upthe
irs
is
entists. There is apparent tendency
The federal forces now number ployed on the daily newspapers,
gations in many other states.
ily trained in isolation."
Methodists
to amend the House Medical bill to on which they were caught by the
Would
Prevent
10,000 men. With reserves, it scheduled to meet tomorrow to take
nearly
on
to
Contests.
Pass
Prepare
action in the appeal of the pressmen
make it more rigid against Christian cloudburst. Electric light plants were
is estimated that altogether about
May 11. Preparations for
Shipment of Liquor
QUESTION APPLICATION OF
men are spread over the desert and stereotypers for aid.
Scientists. The Ways and Means flooded and many parts of the city theChicago,
sessions of the Republican nationINITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM. within a radius of seventy.flve miles.
Into "Dry" States
Committee also held an important were in darkness.
al committee which will begin the
conditions
same
The
pre
alarming
to
Senate
The moon illuminated the region most TAFT LEADS IN TEXAS
the
meeting and agreed
Colorado Legislature is Not Sure it of the night, and the government
vailed up and down the river in sever hearing on contests here June 6, were
CONVENTION TODAY.
corporation commission bill.
al towns, and people who have for made toaay Dy Assistant secretary
Applies to Bill Appropriating
WAS
CONGRESS
troops crept cautiously northward.
CRITICISED
Roswell Abstract Co. Incorporates.
!R.
Chief
New
of
and
Smith,
York,
Hiana.
Money.
Shortage of water and food, and gen (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcna
Abstract Com- days lived in fear of fnvthpr
The Gessert-Sander- s
Clerk L. G. Hechinger of New Jersey.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) eral' unsanitary conditions are having
trous breaks in the levees were
Dallas, Texas, May 11. The sixth,
pany of Roswell this morning filed paof
New
William
Steward
Secretary
Denver, Colo., May 11. A question eKect on both armies
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'Time
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to
to
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and
pers of Incorporation with the state work
as to whether, under the law provid- the soldiers is
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prevalent.
corporation commission. The Roswell street today
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choose two delegates each to the naoverflow
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Salazar
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stop
and
an
abstract
company will conduct
al committee until the convention. Acta
bill
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involving appropriations,
The maneuvers of the last twenty- tional convention are in progress toin the river
Delegates.
real estate business. The capital is caused by the rapid rise
ing Chairman Victor Rosewater of Ne
be referred has been raised in connec four hours indicate that General Sala day. The unofficial returns showed
last night.
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which
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Harry
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WITH
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iam F. Sloan of Maryland, sergeant-at-armwhom reside at Roswell, Chaves counpared and is now in the hands of At- rora cuatro Cienegas to Sierra 1 vote; for Roosevelt 3; contested 1;
of the Methodist
Episcopal Church torney General Grimt n wno is or tne way
arrive here Tuesday.
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federal camp that he was 1; no convention 1; unreported 1.
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tion of the Miners.
upon nearly 200 contests between and which prohibits the shipment
25 shares and S. A. Gessert, one share.
money.
wounded.
The other thirteen Republican conGeneral Huerta, the federal
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amounting to $5,000
London, May 11. The recently en- rules adopted four years ago will be of the committee to the conference
which the company will begin busiX be reached by wire.
General Tellez that would last for months."
CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC
which was presented by J. Frank Henacted minimum wage law for miners effective this year.
ness.
PRESS ASSOCIATION. JS was last in touch with him at mid-More Moderate View.
ley, former governor of Indiana, urges
The Bessemer Company of Portales. has broken down and Great Britain is
night.
To the members of the New
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to
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United
States
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of
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great
Rebels Exhausted, Says Federal.
Articles of incorporation were filed
L. D. Ricketts, manager of the CanaMexico Democratic Press Asso"The enemy are exhausted and nun- nea Consolidated Copper Company,
CHEERED BY CROWD. continue to urge the enactment of the
this moraine by the Bessemer Com- in the coal trade. Indications point to
ciation:
in favor of repudimeasure "throughout the life of the
gry," said General Tellez over the
talk of intervention today, and
pany of Portales, Roosevelt county, another stampede
Ameeting of the New Mexico
wire from the box car telegraph office said that foreigners in Mexico, espein the office of the Btate corporation ating the act or a split in the miners Was Met at Gangplank In Liverpool present Congress," and if need be until
Democratic Press Association
afwhich
will
elected
a
is
his
in
camp early today.
Congress
The object of the incor- federation.
commission.
by Fellow Countrymen and
cially Americans, had been treated
'X Is hereby called at Clovis, N.
ford relief. Harsh criticism was dirAs before, South Wales is the stotm
"They intended first to get behind with fairness and consideration.
Given Ovation.
M., Tuesday, May 14, at 8 p. m.,
porators is to condvet a general pow.
us going east to Cuatro Cienegas, but
ected at Congress by W. H. Anderson,
"All the evidence," said Dr. Ricketts,
er business under the management of center, the colliery laborer there obfor the purpose of electing offithe opportune arrival of my brave tends to show that mining operations
A jecting to the decisions of Lord Stald-wy(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcaa) of Baltimore, chairman of the church's
C. C. Reeves, statutory agent.
for the ensuing two years,
cers
comrade, General Trucy Aubert inter- have been interfered with only where
chairman of the local wages
Liverpool, May 11. A big crowd to- law committee, in hlsftddress on the
and to transact such other
branch office will be maintained at
the arrival of J. Bruce topic.
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a
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expect2,500
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to
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under
"Since four years ago," he said, "anshares worth $10 each at par. The
also to have a social gathering
ing pursued.
hampered. But there has been no per-At a conference today at Cardiff of cheered him as he walked down the other party has come into power, '
names of the incorporators, their post
Democratic
of
the
newspaper
with his wife. Mr. Ismay which is
sedition."
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s
the
office addresses and the amount of the South Wales miners Federation it gangway
men in attendance at the
doing
thing
of
Bis hat in acknowledgment
"The enemy likewise were beaten
Gomez "Vamoosed" Alright.
to the liquor question as for
stock subscribed by each follows: C. was decided not to participate further lifted
convention, and an urgent
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but
El Paso, Texas, May 11. Francisco
at Zaragoza and Lahuillo on the same
the
reception,
which
the
other
attacked
H. Rittenhouse, Wichita, 832 shares; in the work of the district wages
it
all
is
extended
to
perty.
pen
request
from making any statement to the
day. We found many of their dead Pradillo, who "Imported" Vasquez GoJ. R. Detweiler, Wichita, 832 shares; board until the whole situation has
pushers of that political faith
that he still was suffer- They are some who fear to take up
and wounded as we advanced today. mez on instructions from General
A national
confer- press, saying
V. G. Hagaman, Blackwell, Oklahoma, been reviewed.
aca
at
because
this
such
time
to come to Clovis and get
question
from the strain of the disaster. He
They left behind many horses and Oroico a week ago, insisted that Go832 shares; A. M. Jack, Wichita, one ence has been called to meet in Lon- ing
cause their fiarty
quainted.
in their flight abandoned much am- mez is still in Juarez, in hiding, but
he
said, already given a state- they believe it may
had,
share; C. C. Reeves, Portales, three don next week.
Signed at Santa Fe, N. M.,
ment of facts to a responsible and to retire, but I believe It is time to
munition. We lost about ten or twelve admits that the provisional president
G. B. Stanton, the Socialist leader
shares.
this 10th day of May.
killed and a few wounded. Our Inten- - came to El Paso "for a while" last
commission, and he thought force some of them to retire.."
adequate
rein
took
the
a prominent part
who
T. J. MABRY,
x
"Billy" Sunday Will Speak.
his evidence to be given before the
tion is to press northward. Our troops night. Federal officials in El Paso
Bar Association On next Tuesday, cent strike again heads the revolt British Court of Inquiry should not be That the Episcopacy' Board, which
President.
are full of spirit and their equipment insist that there is no warrant out for
the New Mexico Bar Association will Stanton threatens to bring out a'l the
X could not be better. We have twenty-- the arrest of Gomez.
KARL W. GREENE,
Mr. Ismay was pale and plays an Important part In "politics"
anticipated.
meet In Santa Fe to discuss legisla- transport workers in support of the
Pradillo now admits that Gomez has
j five
Secretary.
pieces of heavy artillery, beside
haggard and appeared much touched
tive matters.
miners if it comes to a strike.
(Continued on Page Four.)
by his reception.
'JSJSXXSXXXXXSXXXSJS many machine guns and ammunition gone to San Antonio.

The State Board of Pharmacy convenes in Santa Fe on Monday for a
four days' session during which both
Houses will be urged to pass the
pure food bill.
For Importing Contract Labor.
The case of the United States, versus J. S. Candelario, of Santa. Fe, was
called in the federal court yesterday
The charge against Mr.
afternoon.
Candelario is importing aliens into
the United States under contract.
Prisoner for Pen.
Deputy Sheriff A.' C. Burtless, arrived in the city from Albuquerque
last evening with Dan Gillan, self confessed horse thief and placed him in
the state penitentiary, where he will
serve an eighteen months' sentence.
Bond Forfeited.
The bond of Pablo Wiggins, $500,
was declared forfeited yesterday in the
federal court by Judge William H.
with
Wiggins was charged
Pope.
selling liquor to Indians. Jesus Sandoval and Gabriel Armijo were his
bondsmen.
Jury Disagreed.
The jury in the case of the United
States vs. Aniceto Chaves, in which
Chaves is charged with selling liquor
to Indians, failed to agree and yesterday morning reported to the court no
This will giye Chaves, who
verdict.
lives at Dulce, a new trial.
Convicts for Bernalillo County.
J. B. McManus left he city last
convicts of
night with twenty-thre- e
the state penitentiary for Albuquer.
que. Mr. McManus will turn the men
over to the board of county commisThey
sioners of Bernalillo county.
will work on county roads near Albuquerque. Foreman J. B. Woods will
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

" Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

GR

WHOLESALE

GO,

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Tf Ufr?ncrLJ
11I3W1

I

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.
Pinon,
Cedar,

SAWED WOOD

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

to

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

9

TO

All Parts of The World
and lnconvenlace by Purchasing Wells
lHUllWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SIVf MftflPV

Bi

l.

UBS"

S., Canada, Mexico

j j j

J. D. BARNES, Agent

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

RIGS.

LIVERY

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco Sf.

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

Et'rCLSon

1 1

Glass il
and Brass

J. F. RHOADS
WOOD WORKER
Manufacturer of

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
Screen Windows,

J05 San Francisco Street.

::

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Jackson, Ky., May 11. Aroused by
condition of Ed CallaSANTA FE, N. M the desperate
han, shot from ambush a week ago
want ads. always today, clansmen of the famous feudist
are gathering today at his home in
Crockettsville. Callahan is sinking

Street

Telephone

157 W.

New Mexican
bring results.

::

fast.

KM

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
TO POINTS

IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.

.

-

It

"

LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO one way via
PORTLAND or SEATTLE,

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May I, 2 and
turn limit, June 27, 1912.

June

12, 13. 14, IS, 16,17, 18, 19, 20.
Auy. 29, 30, i ; Sept. 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6.

Return limit Aujr.
Return limit Oct

3.

Re

12, 1912

31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman -- nd Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe
Agent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

n

GATHERING OF THE CALLAHAN CLAN IN KENTUCKY.
Screen Doors.

104 Galesteo

JAI ANTFED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,

IBy Special Leased Wire io New Mexican)
Phoenix, Ariz., May 11 The Kinney
labor bill, which would bar
every man who cannot speak and read
English from employment in mining,
railroad and other work, classed as
hazardous, passed the state Senate
this morning in a session lasting until
after midnight. The vote was 11 to 8.
The measure immediately was sent to
the assembly. Should the bill become
law, it would throw out of employment
20,000 foreigners in Arizona.

SHOW CASES.

SAT I S FAC r I ON

.

BILL PASSED
ARIZONA SENATE TODAY.

Should Bill Become Law 20,000 Foreigners Will Be Thrown Out
of Work.

anti-alie-

SANTA FE, N. M.

CARRIAGE,

John G. Tinker, who has been editing the Taos Recorder since its appearance in January is about to sever
his connection with that paper and
take a responsible position with the
Denver Post. Editor J. Gordon Smith
who recently sold out the Wagon
Mound Pantagraph to the Las Vegae
Optic, has made arrangements to begin the publication of a weekly paper
at Maxwell, Colfax county.
ANTI-ALLE-

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

Phone Main IJ9

A-

is coming up very slowly.

LIVERY CO.,

S

INSURFIRE
ANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Annual Statement, January 1, 1912.
ASSETS.
Stock and bonds owned $10,114,416.00
67,500.00
Real estate owned
Loans on bond and mortFIDELITY-PHENI-

gage
Premiums in course of
collection
Interest, dividends and
rents accrued
Estimated equity in other securities
Cash on deposit and in
office

Total Assets

524,500.00
1,053,423.36
101,886.19
15,000.00
2,456.697.45
$14,333,423.00

LIABILITIES.

Unearned Premiums
Losses in process of

$6,569,692.84
set-

tlement
All other Claims

485,974.65
300,000.00

Reserve for Contested Liabilities (not losses)
250,000.00
Policyholders Surplus .... 6,727,755.51
Capital ....$2,500,000.00

Net surplus

4,227,755.51

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
'.333,423.00

,.

By

For forty years you've known

IS era

the name

Coldwell Lawm Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with 'best in the lawn

Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
Another Man Had Itching on Scalp.
Hair Fell Out, Leaving Bald Spots.
Now Hair Has Grown, Thanks to
Cuticura Soap and Ointment.

4

mower field. "

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair 'shop. They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every ma
chine. A guarantee to give satisfaction!
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

deem it my duty to tell about a cure
that the Cuticura boop and Ointmi-n- t have
made on myself. My trouble bepm in
of my
splotches breaking out right in the edge
hair on the forehead, and spread over the
ear
from
head
of
the
of
my
front part
top
to ear. and over my ears which caused a most
three
For
eczema.
fearful burning itch, or
years I had this terrible breaking out on my
forehead and scalp. I tried our family doctor
and he failed to cure it. Then I tried the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and used them
for two months with the result of a complete
cure. Cuticura Soap and Ointment should
have the credit due, and I have advised a
lot of people to use them." (Signed) C. D.
Tharrington, Creek, N. C, Jan. 26. 1911.
"I will say that I have been suffering
with an itching on my scalp for the past
few years.
My hair fell out in spots all
over "my head. My scalp started to trouble
me with sores, then the sores healed up,
and crusts formed on the top. Then the hair
fell out and left me three bald spots the
shape of a half dollar. I went to more than
one doctor, but could not get any relief, so
I
1 started to use the Cuticura Remedies.
tried one bar of Cuticura Soap and some
Cuticura Ointment, and felt relieved right
away. Now the bald spots have disappeared,
and my hair has grown, thanks to the Cuticura Soap and Ointment. 1 highly recommend the Cuticura Remedies to all that are
(Signed)
suffering with scalp trouble."
Samuel Stern, 236 Floyd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Feb. 7. 1911.
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
sold everywhere, a liberal sample of each, wit h
32-book on the skin, will be sent post-fre- e,
on application to Potter Drug & Chem.CorpH
Dept. 9A, Boston, Mass.

"I

afternon.

W. F. Brogan of the Albuquerque
Herald, is confined to his room by
serious illness.
W. R. McGill, the attorney, left the
city for his home in La Lande yesterday afternoon.
Simon Gallegos, a miner of San Pedro, is in the city buying supplies in
the local market.
Paz Valverde, of Clayton, returned
from Albuquerque last evening and is
at the Montezuma.
Tomas Roybal, a ranchman of San
is in the city trading with
the local merchants.
B. S. Phillips, the lumberman of Velarde, is a visitor in Santa Fe and a
guest at the Montezuma.
C. M. Foraker, United States marshal, departed for his home in Albu-

STlTEj

Editorial Changes.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH

ITCH

Benito Lujan, a ranchman of Jacona,
is in the city on business.
Judge H. L. Waldo left the city this
rrorning for his home in Las Vegas.
Xoverto Quintana, a ranchman of
Santa Cruz, is in the city buying sup
plies.
United States Attorney S. B. Davis,
returned to his uome in Las Vegas last
evening.
Lorenzo Delgado, mayor of Las Ve.
gas, departed for his home yesterday

querque yesterday afternoou.
R. E. Twitchell, the attorney and
good roads booster, returned to his
home in Las Vegas last evening.
B. R. Romero, the druggist of Las
Vegas, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday
afternoon and registered at the Monte 'lima.
O. N. Marron,
state treasurer of
AROUND THE
New Mexico, returned home today
from a brief trip to Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald.
A. B. McGaffey, president of the
TWO FATAL ACCIDENTS IN
JS Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Company,
WESTERN NEW MEICO. X arrived in the city last evening and is
'
X a guest at the Palace.
X
Charles F. Easley, prominent attorTony Minervich. a miner, was St
X killed by falling rock in a Gal. X ney of this city, returned yesterday
X lup coal mine. Cruz Archuleta, X from Excelsior Springs, Missouri. He
X of Cerrillos, Santa Fe county, X is much improved in health.
X was thrown fifty feet into the X
Elvira Williams, closed a seven
X air by the explosion of a pow- - X months' term of school at Canada de
X der blast in a rock quarry at X los Alamos yesterday and is in the
X Bluewater.
He died before a X city with his reports today.
X physician arrived. The funeral X
Manuel M. Montoya, a teacher in No.
X took place at Cerrillos.
X 4 school
district near Santa Fe
brought in his report at the close of
XXXXXXXXSSXXX
nine months' work yesterday.
The Roswell good roads boosters
Fifty Dams for Navajos.
The government officials aire getting who came up from Albuquerque a
ready to start building about 50 dams ccuple of days ego left yesterday afton the Navajo reservation in various ernoon in their automobiles, for home.
M. Deverine and Mrs. Deverine of
places for the storage of water. In the
dry est time of the summer water holes St. Paul, Kas., are in the city to visit
are very scarce and far apart. Fifty (their daughter Sister Zera of the Lor- additional waterholes will be a big help etto convent. They are at the Monteto the herders and all.
zuma.
E. R. Hart and C. A. Shenrich, of
Lambing is Poor.
Clovis, who were in the city to boost
Lambing reports are reaching this for a normal school, left the city last
section from different places that evening well satisfied with what was
lambs are freezing with the present accomplished.
cold winds and it will be a matter of
Dr. J. H. Sloan, one of the leading
weather change before good lambing physicians of Santa Fe, is visiting
can be expected. The lambing season Taos on court matters. He is a guest
has just started and the green grass of Dr. Martin during his stay. Taos

1

R. J. CRICHTON

FEARFUL BURNING

PERSONAL MENTION
Dyspepsia, Gas, Indigestion and Heartburn Go and You Feel Fine
in Five Minutes.

minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to fill
you, or lays liks a lump of lead in
your stomach, or if you have heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
Ask your Pharmacist for a
case of Pape's Diapepsin, and take a
little just as son as you can. There
will be no sour risings, no belching
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
of undigested food mixed with acid,
TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
WITH
no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
or heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, Debilitating Headaches, Dizziness
or intestinal griping. This wiu all
go, and, besides, there will be no soar
food left over in the stomach to poison
your breath with nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it
prevents fermentation and takes hold
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
of your food and digests it just the
same as if your stomach wasn't there.
ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
Relief in five minutes from all stomach misery is at your drug stor wait
ing for you.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
These large
cases of Pape's
Diapepsin contain more than sufficient
to cure any case of Dyspepsia, Indiges
Phone Black
Phone Black tion or any other Stomach trouble.
1
Lri-i- W
45
45

EH
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STOMACH.

Every family here ought to keep
some Diapepsin in the house, as any
one of you may have an attack of Indigestion or Stomach trouble at any
time, day or night.
This harmless preparation will di
gest anything yoa eat and overcome a
stomach five
distressed,

the

of

Quality and Large Variety

NO MORE DISTRESS
FROM THE

M.

Valley Recorder.
Deputy Sheriff A. C. Burden of Albuquerque, arrived in the city last evening with Dan Gillan, confessed thief,
who will serve eighteen months in the

state penitentiary.
Henry Grant, the merchant of
is in the city enroute for his
home from eastern points. He had
been in New York where his sou is a
student at New York University.
A number of railroad officials and
railroad employes' representatives left
the city yesterday for their homes after attending the sessions of the railroad committee of the legislature.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Gusdorf entertained at 6 o'clock dinner yesterday
Judge T. D. Lieb, Judge N. B. Laugh-lin- ,
A. B. Renehan, Miss Laughlin,
Mrs. Cassidy and Mrs. Leeson, visit
ors in attendance at court. Taos Valley Recorder.
Gregory Moore, a member of the
New Mexico board of pharmacy is
planning on attending a meeting of the
board which meets in Santa Fe the 13,
14, 15 and 16 of this month, tor the
examination of druggists. Roswell
Abi-qui-

Wood-Davi- s

sion of the office against Judge T. C.
Lieb who was declared elected to the
Eighth Judicial District.
C. W. Couse, the noted artist, ac
companied by Mrs. Couse, arrived in
Mr. Couse will
Taos last Thursday.
pursue his painting for the summer,
andi no doubt will be as successful as
he was last year, when the product of
his artistic ability brought forth some
very fine Indian pictures. Taos Valley

Hardware Co.

J9

Recorder.

the attorneys attending
Among
court from outside cities are: Judge
Laughlin, A. B. Renehan and
S. Wilson, of Santa Fe, and
A. C. Voorhees, of Raton.
Frank J.
Lavan, who was here representing
Senator T. B. Catron's clients, return
ed to Santa Fe this morning. Taos
Valley Recorder.
The marriage of Miss Ruth Ruiz, the
daughter of Judge and Mrs. Ruiz, and
P. N. Griego will occur on Wednesday
of next week.
The wedding will be
celebrated with all the dignity, pomp
and ceremony
customary with . the
Spanish speaking people, and in accord with the regulations of the church
of the Sacred Heart. Gallup IndeN. B.

Francis

pendent.
J. B. Woods went to Santa Fe today
to get orders on road working. He
thinks it likely that he will be put on
the Ocean to Ocean Highway in Ber
nalillo and Valencia counties. Estan- -

Skipping the Bad Places.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
'
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
Kinds
Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger

cia News.

t : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Arthur C. Ringland, forester of the
United States forest service, left last
evening for Datil, where he will join
George W. Peters, of the Selig com
All
of
pany and will spend sevearal days
Ale
there taking moving pictures of the
cattle and sheep industries. Mr. Ring-lanwill pilot Mr. Peters over various Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
parts of the Datil national forest and
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
afford him every opportunity to secure
CO.
MINERAL
SANTA
pictures of the work being done in
New Mexico by the forest service. Albuquerque Herald.
d

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Feverish- ness, Headache, Bad Stomach, Teetn- ing Disorders, move and regulate the
Bowels and Destroy Worms. They
break up colds in 24 hours. They are
so pleasant to the taste Children like
testimonials.
Over
10,000
them.
Used by Mothers for 22 years. They
never fail. Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
Address, AlSample mailed FREE.
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

WATER

FE

THE

FRANK M. JONES,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,

Morning News.
Mrs. Lou Weil poured tea in honor
of Miss Laughlin, of Santa Fe, and
Mrs. Cassidy of Denver, who are visit- NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
ing in Taos. Those who were present to meet the ladies were: Mrs.
EXPRESS LINE.
Bert Phillips, Mrs. Alex. Gusdorf, Miss
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Byram. Taos Valley Recorder.
50166
Miss Emma Goebel is visiting the
Salle
New Mexico Agricultural College at Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
Mesilla Park, where she will attend
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
the commencement exercises before
Telephone II.
returning home. She also expects to
visit a while in El Paso and will stop
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
over in Belen and Albuquerque with
Regular Meals 25 cento.
friends.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c
Reed Holloman, of Tucumcari, who
Short Orders at All Hours.
was a candidate for district judge on
BY
THE W EEK $5.00
BOARD
the Republican ticket, departed for his
home last evening after filing suit in
French Noodle Order fOc a dlsn.
Mew York Coep Suey 60c.
the state supreme court for the posses- -

Phone Black

Restaurant

La

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is the result, and unless the lnflama-tiocan be taken out end this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces. .
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for

n

SES.

WOODY'S HACK

LIE

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
hacks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teama
furnished commeroal men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wlr Kibudo
Station.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and EUROPEAN CAPITAL

Gents' Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladles'

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty
tailoring

years' of experience in
in seme of the largest

cities in Europe and America.

t'urnished for attractive enterprise
substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mining, Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment..
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
handled.
Miscellaneous commissions ana or
ders of all characters accepted for execution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full details at first witlng invited.
THE INTERNATIONAL

101

Washington

Avenue.

18

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

Methodist

In all

New

BANKERS

ALLIANCE

Bloomsbury Street
London, England.
Mexican

brings results.

Want ads always

Episcopal Church

General Conference,
Minneapolis, Minn.
MAY
ROUND

Ist-2l- st

TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE,

NM.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1, 8, 15 and 22.
Return Limit, June 15, 1912.
H.S.LITZ, Aft.,

SANTA FE.N.M.

New Mexican Want
results every time.

Ads

brine

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAX, SAXTA FE, X.
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AEROPLANE

0

If you

9ltotlWf

15 IONS

Health is the foundation of all good
looks. The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the period of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers ot
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that it is in no sense an experiment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. II is for
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a comfort and benefit
m.jt
to any woman in
fXHJZ

Airships Crash Into Each
Other on Avirtion Field
at Berlin

want the

GERM1

OFFICIAL HELD AS SPY

Nurse Commits Suicide by Injecting Poison She Had Given

Patient.

THE CAPITAL TAILORS

Order Your Suit
Now.

Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Berlin, May 11. For the second
time within little more than a month
there has been an aeroplane collision
on the Johannisthal field. An aviator
named Stieploschek, flying a monoplane, a was preparing 'o land after a
short flight when he was momentarily
hlinded by the sun. An instant later
his machine collided, eighteen feet in need of such a
V
the air, with a biplane piloted by remedy. Mother's
Friend
sold
is
at
Lientenont Zwickau, who had his sister as a passenger. Both machines drug stores. Write for free book foi
crashed to the ground and were de- expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.

(By

THE CAPITAL TAILORS

Oil

llj
flA0Jtn
KJVWIW

stroyed.
Lieutenant Zwickau's sister suffered BRADFIEID REGULATOR CO., Atlutt, Ga.
several broken ribs and was badly
shaken. The lieutenant's inner lin stiffened out and died almost instantws split and he was otherwise hruis-- ly. As soon as the nurse realized her
ed. Stieploschek was not hurt.
mistake she became frantic and before
The previous similar accident oc- she could be prevented had administercurred near the same place, when av- - ed from the same svringe a fatal dose
iators Schade and Hettinger collided, to herself. In a quarter of an hour
neither was injured, b.it a man she was dead. Public opinion blames
named Bndowski, a passenger, was those responsible for keeping together
the two easily confused bottles quite
badly bruised.
as much as the unfortunate nurse.
The ipy Fever.
A Brigand as Author.
The spy fever has registered another
The "Karl May Association" has just
victim, but this time the unfortunate
is a German a Prussian official and been formed here with the avowed pur
it, is Russia that feels her existence pose of helping the public to forget
threatened by his activities. Advices the youthful sins of the man whose
from Insterbury, East Russia, state name the association bears. Karl May,
that Captain Dressier, of the Royal who died on April 1st near Dresden,
Prussian Boundary Commission, vent- was for many years the hero of Young
ured across the Russian border to es- Germany. His most popular stories
Indians
cort the Princess Dohna of St. Peters- dealt with the American
burg, who had been in East Prussia. around the Civil War period, and May
On his return he was orrpsted by the himself figures in most of them as
Russian border police, taken to Wilna a swaggering hero, who became chief
ar.d imprisoned. The only information of the Indian tribe with which he
vouchsafed by the Russians was that tough I.
Some two years ago, however, it was
Dressier is a spy.
The Prussian government has A- learned through an action brought by
lready taken steps to obtain a solution the author for libel, that not only had
of the apparently peculiar circum- he not been a great hero and fought
stances of the case.
among Indians, but that he had, in
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The Same Road to Death.
Following a mistake in the use of
an anaesthetic, which caused the
death of a schoolboy about to undergo
a minor operation, Sister Gertrude
Wancek, a veteran nurse at the Royal
Hospital here, committed suicide by
injecting into herself a portion of the
same poison which had just killed her

patient.
The lad, Willy Rieger, the fourteen-year-olson of a veterinary surgeon
at Koepenick, had been taken by his Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
mother to the Clinic for Throat and term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again j
Nose Diseases of the Royal Hospital was successful in receiving the overto have a growth in the nose and on whelming support of the voters in the
the tonsils removed.
primary election. He also successful-lj- '
rid himself of a bad case of kidney
A half per cent solution of a drug,
to be used as a local anaesthetic, was trouble by the aid of Foley Kidney
accidentally overturned and spilled Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley
just as the surgeon was preparing to Kidney Pills and they have given me
operate and in hurriedly renewing the a great deal of relief so I cheerfully
supply Sister Gertrude took it from a recomnv d them." What Foley Kiu
bottle containing a twenty per cent so ney Pills have done for Mayor Dahllution of the same drug, kept in the mann they will do for any other persame closet and differing from the bot- son bothered with backache, rheutle with the weaker solution only in matism, or any other form of kidney
or bladder troiiDle. Just try them
the label.
for quick and permanent results.
When the injection with the concentrated anaesthetic was made the lad For sale by all druggists.
d

GO TO

FISCHER DRU6C0.'S
The Rexall Store.

his youth, been a member of a gang
of youthful robbers in the forests of
Silesia, where they became the especial scourge of harmless old market
women; that he had served ten years
in prison for his crime, and, moreover,
that he had never been outside of Gerthe
many until 1900.
Nevertheless,
immense popularity which his writings
had attained led to the formation of
the new association.
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Patronize the Only Tailors
in the City
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Cosine
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THE CAPITAL TAILORS

ur Better Shoes!

w

E WISH we could put sufficient em-

phasis into this AD. to induce every
Man and Woman in Santa Fe lo come

here to see our display of SPRING SHOES-jto see them They represent thoroughly

ust

THE BEST SHOES
THE BEST MAKERS

A

CAN PRODUCE.

Discount on our entire large and

o
o

LADIES'

Complete Assortment of

HATS

After you've seen them you'll appreciate the
difference between " BETTER SHOES"

and just Shoes.

SUITS.

AND

new line of Ladies' Trimmed Hats,
worth up to $10.00. Your choice .

d?

5

We'll treat you courteously, willingly fit on as
many styles as you care to try. We want
simply to post you on values and shoessuch
shoes as most Men and Women care to wear,

nr

PO.VCJ

start the WHITE GOODS SEASON we have
reduced the complete line of Fancy or Plain
their actual value.
White to about

To

1-

1

It

Q

1

-3

Don't forget the
Embroidery
Flouncings. Regular 35c. values
f
which we are offering this week for

TTffy

iff

THE1CAPITAL TAILORS

WHITE HOUSE

Thomas's Ice Cream

'M

fjj

AT THE

WE SERVE

ii

111

Scotch Ginglot of
. . . .
for
25c.
value,
hams,
ide

,

25c and 35c Hair Ribbons, this week

only,

at

THE WHITE

High or Low Cut Oxfords.

Oxfords, Pumps and Colonials and

the new Neubuck and Canvas Shoes

121c
MEN'S

15c

SHOES
WOMEN ss
SHOES

Where
Quality
Meets

CATRON BLOCK.

The new

Price

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
See
Our
Windon

$chn &fluegeii

Display

:

i
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Li beral'ad varices made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.

's
'?

BANK

NATIONAL

OF SUBSCRIPTION.
. .RATES
Daily, six aicnths, by.nailj
$3.50
. .25
Daily, per week ' by carrier
1.00
Weekly, six ironths
.75
Daily, per month;' by carrier
2.00
rer
'year
Weekly;
..;';.';
65
Dally. rer month, hv mail
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter.'.
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES. '
Valley Ranch, X. Mex., May 10, 1912. Mr. J. E. Clark of Santa Fe with Mr. Munser are visitors at the Ranch
today, having made the trip in Mr. Clark's Cartercar. The roads between Santa Fe and the Ranch are in ex' '
cellent condition. Only four more days to prepare for your fiehiqgtrip.
.
r

'.... j;...;

money-transmitti-

ng

The naivette of the Albuquerque TAFT MEN BOLTED
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
Morning Journal is refreshing.
For
WASHINGTON CONVENTION.
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation years it has been
reading people out
among the intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest
of the Republican party, has set itself Declared
They Were Victims of Gag
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Alger, Miss Erna
up as a supreme pontiff who by his
Rule and Selected Rival
and Sam Pickard are expect
Ferguson
mere say-sexcommunicates
party
Delegates.
to arrive in Dr. Alger's car this afted
workers in good standing, or compels
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ Cashier.
ernoon from Albuquerque
to spend
them to do penance with cap and
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Sunday in Santa Fe. This is one of
A.
L.
F.IHcKANE. Assistant Cashier.
HUGHES,
bells. When it commands: "Depose
Tacoma,
May 11. Declaring the first motor parties of the season
MOTHER.
THE RULE OF REASON.
the National Committeeman!" the Na- themselves Wash.,
to be the victims of gag to spend the week end in Santa
Fe,
Cost systems, the law of averages tional Committeeman is forthwith de--j
(By Ruth Loomis Skeen, Artesla,
about 150 delegates to the Repub and will no doubt be the forerunner of
rule
New Mexico.).
and accumulated experience, some of Huseu. wuen it snouts: ' Uefeat this lican county convention, bolted and
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
many such trips for good roads and
or that Republican candidate!" the
Mother the last word in tenderness; it very
held a another convention here today. cool summer climate should be an athave brought math- candidate is
expensive,
forthwith
defeated
The very synonym of sacrifice
by This followed a
disagreement of the
The noblest commonest word our lan- ematical certainty to many business his own party. It is alL so simnlp anil Taft supporters with County Chair- traction to motorists from ali over the
state.
that
effective,
the
were
not
is
that
plan
enterprises
formerly
knows.
earnestly
guage
man Guy E. Kelley.
recommended
to
Theodore
Roosevelt.
On mossy headstones we may trace
much more than a lottery, a sort of
Torger Peterson presented the
The Clubs
Its faded outlines in the halls of fame
name of Judge Shackleford for temundertaking.
The
New
Mexican is rather proud
The
We see it shining. Not a sun has set
Bridge Club will be
Saturday
Chairman Kelley
Strange to say. so extensive and ex- of the two poems written for it and porary chairman.
W.
These thousand years but heard that
asked what precinct he represented, entertained this afternoon by Mrs.
C McDonald.
Those present besides
pensive undertakings as the building published today. Both are from the and
sweet name wafted on the air
was
to
Petersons
Kelunable
say.
Above the carnage of the battle field of railroads and their maintenance, pens of New Mexico writers. One ley ruled that Shackleford could not the members of the club will be Mrs.
John R. McFie, Mrs. N. B. Laughlin,
were until very recent times, not so mis very admirably the place of an be a candidate because
hear its sad murmur;
he was not a
'
In the dark must of prison cells; in the much a business as they were a ha editorial for Mother's Day. It is delegate to the convention. 'Lorenzo Mrs. T. A. Silencer and Mrs. A. J.
IS YOUR PROPERTY HILLY PROTECTED ?
Rolls.
zard in which the investor hoped to iuiiy in us conceDtion anri has a mi. Boston-St- .
damp underground;
Louis game
"
postponed;
The
with
Mrs.
met
Club
Thirteen
Where ever men are toiling and win because others had won, but in iged grandeur that makes it an epic,
v
The Taft supporters, declaring they
G. Small
afternoon.
this
The
other
Standley
is
and
reand
which
airy
success
could
light,
made
not
a
be
among
were being mistreated organized a sepThe insistent whirr of big machines reasonable certainly even from year fleets the New Mexico sunshine and arate convention and named P. C. Sul- The substitute guests were Mrs.
and Mrs. Wright.
Both
....
.
spirit.
may be classed as works livan chairman and F.
and out upon the seas Ah God
ti year. There were' Bo scientific or
J. Maxwell secThe Auction Bridge Club met with
art.
How many men go down to death
statistics available to show how much
MOULTON retary. They then named a commit- Mrs. R. F. Asplund Monday afternoon. I
COMPANY
That sweet word tangled with their any portion of a great railroad system,
tee to select sixty-ondelegates to the Miss De Kuhn was the only outside
The town of Iquitos, Peru, although state convention at Aberdeen next
really was costing, what profit or loss
failing breath.
guest present.
GENERAL AGENTS,
All the lost children of the world
its operation Involved and what bur- it has only 7,000 inhabitants, has just week.
SANTA FE, N. M.
The Fifteen Club met with Mrs. R.
Are calling mother. And the hungry dens it could bear without going into bonded itself for $973,300 for a modA few of the Taft men stayed with J. Palen Friday afternoon, with Mrs.
men
ern sewer system. Surely, American the main convention. The Roosevelt Boyle presiding. The roll call was
.
the hands of a receiver.
;
m
0 0 0
Who hate each other mad with woe
But it. Is different now, and every towns like Santa Fe, might well go to men elected their sixty-onanswered with quotations which was
delegates
Go seeking for her blind with pain
railroad has its statisticians who ac- school in Peru when it comes to sani- and alternates to the state convention. followed with a review of the "Heart
Longing to find upon her breast their curately end scientifically determine tation.
of Life" by Mrs. Boyle and a discushow much traffic can bear, where and
old, lost peace again.
sion of current events by the club
HARRY PRATT'S WIFE
AND
how economies must be effected to lo VERMIFORM APPENDIX
HAD SUICIDAL HABITS. members.
We hear her name.
balance increased expense at some
The Scribblers Club met with Miss
NECESSARY TO BOXER.
In happy gardens where the foun- other point, and who can tell how
Callfornian Granted Divorce Because Ruth Laughlin Friday afternoon at 5
tains play,
o'clock. The novel was the topic of
much each mile of road costs to con- Ad Wolgast,
Woman Often Tried to Take
Lightweight
Champion,
"
discussion.
Now Under the Same Managemen
quiet struct, to maintain, to operate and
Her Life.
Among the roses neath the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Will Try to Prove That It
m
stars.
how much it pays. In fact, a railIs Not.
Tis the first lisp of innocence
road manager is no longer deemed (By special Leased wire to New Mexican) fBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
A French Dfnner.
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
San Francisco, Calif., May 11 HarOur first last call for aid
unless he has those scienSan Francisco,
To be entertained at the Prince
Calif., May 11.
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
ry Pratt was granted a divorce here home is in itself a
Ah, when at last we shall go home to tific figures at his finger's end and un- Lightweight
champion Ad Wolgast
pleasure, but to
her
derstands their significance and the will try to prove to devotees of the yesterday because his wife had a hab- enter the house from Palace AveRooms.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Washed clean and sins forgiven;
lesson they teach. The business of boxing game today that the absence it of trying to commit suicide.
nue and then find that one is seated, Large Sample
"Upon the slightest provocation," ex- in
What if we find that word we loved so railroading is thus reduced more and of the vermiform appendix is not a
at a long table at the Cafe
seeming
plained Pratt, "my wife would attempt de la Paix on
here
more to a mathematicad basis that serious Handicap to a pugilist.
the famous boulevard
to cut her throat, slash her wrists or
13 set to music up in Heaven?
in Paris and with a menu which is
When Wolgast meets Willie Ritchie take
gives investors and operators, as well
She
me
made
a
nervous
poison.
THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PA.
tout a fait francaise before one, is inas legislators and political economists, in a
bout this afternoon, it wreck.''
MOTHERS' DAY.
deed a delightful surprise. It may be
the data upon which to base their will mark his first appearance in the
It was shown
Writes the Most Liberal Forms of Insurance for
North plans for improvement and better- ring since he was operated upon for that Pratt was In during the hearing a trifle unusual to discover a French
Miss Anna Jarvis, 2031
the habit of spend- chef vraiment in a
YOUNG
in
MEN,
Santa
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, in. 190S, ment.
menage
,
appendicitis at Los Angeles several ing many evenings in reading newsFe, but nevertheless Madame L. Bradfirst conceived the Idea of a National
It Is for that reason that the, New months ago.
us
Let
to
papers.
explain
ybiilThe Famous
Policy."
ford Prince entertained at a dinner
Mothers' Day. It grew out of the de- Mexican prints on another page, a
"I have tried myself out with
"Don't you think it would be much
GENERAL
AGENTS
SANTA FE, N. M.
& HALL
one
HALL
which
Pariweek
was
this
sire to commemorate the anniversary synopsis of figures and conclusions arevening
to
read aloud?" asked the sian in
partners," said Wolgast yes- better
of her mothers death. It was not only rived at by W. J. Black, traffic manevery detail from the hors
"inviting them to hammer court. "Too many men are in the d'ouvres to the compot and demi-tassthe thought of laying some flowers on ager for the great Santa Fe System, terday,
of
habit
at
their
away
newsthe
faces
in
"sore
burying
but
spot,"
It was a soiree du printemps
mother's grave, but it occurred to her a man whom practical railroaders, it had no effect. I am
as strong as papers hour after hour. Wives in with the
than it would be a beautiful tribute rivals as well as friends, declare to ever."
fragrant pink blossoms of the
these days of suffrage are just as
and flowering almond as a
tree
to all mothers, the living as well as be the best posted of any official on
apple
to
know what is in the newsRitchie, who acquitted himself cred- - anxious
table decoration. The menu was very
the dead, if their children, on a given western
The figures itably when he took Wolgast's place papers as their husbands are."
systems.
railway
elaborate and contained many courses
day, would unite in the simple wear- he gives are official, they are acIT'S INDEPENDENT
which are the dernier eerie with the
ing of white flowers. She wrote a let- curate, and the lessons he deduces against Freddie Welch, makes no preIT
ALL THE NEWS FAIRLY
PRINTS
THEODORE
dictions.
ROOSEVELT
LEAVES
newsThe
of
France.
members
of
to
ter about it
a Philadelphia
epicures
sum up the arguments from
therefrom
FOR
have
"I
OHIO
MONDAY.
to
nothare
win
reasons
and
There
la Grande Monde who were present
why you should take THE
everything
paper early in 1908, and it was this the railroad
DENVER TIMES.
standpoint against further ing to lose and I shall do my best,"
were Attorney General and Mrs. Frank
that caused Mothers' Day to break out
In
the
first
place there Is publisher! every SUBSCRIPTION RATES
restrictive legislation In New Mexico. hi said. Jack Welch will referee the Colonel Refuses to Commit Himself on Clancy, Senator and Mrs. Isaac Bairth,
week iu its Sunday Issue a fiction supplement.
in spots all over the country.
In
are appearing the greatest
this
difSix
some
one
supplement
INCLUDING SUNDAY
else may draw
Year Term for PresiMrs. Arno Hunlng, of Albuquerque,
fight but no decision will be given.
Since then it has come to be observ- Perhaps,
novels of the day, each novel complete In two Daily, per week
$ .10
dent.
issues. The works of Arnold Bennett. Joseph
Salina Cruz Quiet.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Brown of Ell Paso
45
ed in nearly every town and city in ferent lessons from- those figures, but
per month
Daily,
Anna Katherine Gren, Gouverneur MorOonrad.
2.60
six
n.onths
the
can
Daily,
be
and
themselves
figures
San
and
Senator W. H. H. Llewellyn.
the United States, and this eager adopDiego, Calif., May 11. Six Mexris, Lloyd Osborne and others just as "famous
5
20
one
year
Daily,
are among those being printed. It means a library
tion of the idea of honoring mother is must be accepted as absolutely cor- ican refugees arrived in San Diego (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of
for
flection
you.
SUNDAY
New
WITHOUT
11.
York, May
Commenting
this morning from Salina Cruz on the
n
Each week in The Denver Times there Is an
Club Dance.
just one more proof of the esteem in rect.
$ .30
Daily, per month
on the resolution of RepresentaArt Supplement all ready for framing. The subIt stands to reason that a spar- American-HawaiiaXa
which women are held in America. Is
Daily, three months .. 1.65
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Daily,
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like
in
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Mexico, an. They said that conditions on the
there any other country
the world sely
gravures for which you pay $100 la art stores. Daily, one year
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They are printed on fine book paper and are all
so proud to honor' its women? And with but slight development of natural isthmus of Tehuantepec were quiet presidential term at six years, and lim-i- t given by the ladies of tha
ready for framing when you get them.
SUNDAY ONLY
each president to one term, TheoClub last month, George W.
is there any better test of the intel- resources and comparatively small and that they had returned to the UnitThen remember Toe Denver Times Is a builder By mail, cash in adin
the
every
year
day
one year. ..,.$ 2.00
vance,
lectual and spiritual advancement of freight tonnage originating within the ed States to avoid trouble that might dore Roosevelt said:
G.
Mirsbal
entertained the
It publishes
progressive
"I have been asked to commit my- Armijo and
By carrier, one year.. !.5o
a nation than its attitude toward territory tributary to each railroad, be pending in southern Mexico. The
matter covering the resources and opportunities
liclub
a
members
danca
in
at
the
01 me entire Kocny mountain
proporegion.
women?
must adopt a different policy toward headquarters of Company C, twelfth self on every sort of
It prints the news on the day it occurs and it gives to you free from partisanbrary Hall last Monday evening. MorMiss Jarvis suggested
the white the railroads than a thickly populat infantry, IT. S. A., will be moved to sition and I suppose this is one of rison's
and
accurate.
is the only paper in Denver that carries the report
ship,
It
complete
orchestra furnished tha music
them."
of the two greatest press associations Th United and the Associated Press.
carnation as the Mothers' Day flower ed manufacturing state that produces Campo, fifty-fivmiles southeast of
for
the
included
which
some
The
Colonel
will
dancing
leave New York
par excellence. "Its whiteness stands freight tonnage and passenger traffic this city, from Tia Juana, California, for Ohio
V 1
including
A
s
Monday, and on Tuesday will pretty Mexican quadrilles and
for purity; its form, beauty; its frag- on a much larger scale, and that pos- fifteen miles south of San
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two
well
as
Diego.
at
usual
Canton.
the
speak
step
Night
meetings
rance, love; its wide field of growth, sesses all the railroad facilities that rangements are
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being made today for have been arranged for Dayton, Co- and waltz. At midnight a tempting
charity; its lasting qualities, faithful- it needs.
and
the
lumbus
troops
transportation
and
probably
cofchicken
Cleveland.
of
sandwiches
and
He
said it supper
ness all a true mothers attributes,"
There is no getting away from the will leave Monday.
Until further orders send me THE DAILY and SUNDAY TIMES
would be necessary for him to remain fee was served.
she wrote. But since it has been sug- fact that New Mexico
needs more railin
Ohio
over
He
will
at
who
Those
Sunday.
the
stay
present
enjoyed
"white
good
that
worn
flowers
be
for roads. For a time
gested
Name- during the Otero ATTORNEY DARROW TO
the home of James R. Garfield at time and voted Mr. Armijo and Mr.
mother's memory, bright flowers for
In
when conditions
administration,
Mentor.
BE
MAY
TRIED
Mirabel such excellent hosts were Mr.
mothers living." And this change ap New Mexico
15, NEXT.
Address appeared propitious to
and Mrs. Conway, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
peals to many.
investors, when legislation was safe Is Accused of
to Influence HEAVY RAINS MAKE
Mr. and Mrs. A. Abeyta, Mr.
Chavez,
Seeking
and sane, when there was tranquility
POOR TRACK FOR DERBY. and Mrs. E. H. Baca. Mr. and Mrs. A.
Jurors in Famous DynaHere's to the white carnation,
and no socialistic agitation, when
D. Vargas, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Sena,
Case.
miting
Sturdy and spicy and sweet.
prosperity and growth seemed certain-tie- s (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Kentuckians
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
to Attend Misses Lucy Sena, Juanita Sena,
Planning
Wafting a breath of perfume
for
to
railroad
many years
come,
Event at Churchill Downs
Los Angeles, Calif., May 11. Forty
On the stony way of the street;
Lula Knight,
Luicita
Sena.
Sena,
building was pushed with enthusiasm, subpoenas were issued today for witDiscouraged.
Bringing a freight of gladness
Lucy Knight, Edith Wileman, Miller,
Fair and Warmer on Sunday That
PRICE, $165.00
the mileage in the then territory was nesses to
Wherever the breezes blow;
testify for the state against
Lorenzo, Delgado, Clara Toomns.
is the Weather Bureau s prediction.
With Imported Magnets.
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New
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through
Mexican)
Here's to the white carnation,
Attorney Clarence S. Darrow, former
Anita
G.
Messrs.
A
The
Baca,
maximum temperature in the
Baca,
Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
like the Rock Island but also by such chief counsel of the McNamara brothLouisville, Ky., May 11. Hard rains
Pure as the virgin snow.
left at the factory.
Nigardot, E. D. Lujan H. H. Williams, shade yesterday was 56 degrees. The
local systems as the St. Louis, Rocky ers, who will be
the
which
tem
served
during
morning
on
Wedtrial
M. P. Manzanares, G. Le Pointe, and minimum was 39 degrees.
placed
Mountain and Pacific, the El Paso
porarily to discourage those planning B. Martinez.
This is the flower for Mother,
nesday May 15, on the charge of hav- to
was .09 of an inch.
attend
and Northeastern, the Pecos Valley ing
Wear it on Mothers' day;
unlawfully
sought to Influence Churchill today's Kentucky derby at
Pankey Ships Cattle Yesterday State
and Northeastern, the El Paso and jurors in the famous
Downs, gave way In the atFlower for rain and sunshine,
dynamiting case.
Senator B. F. Pankey shipped fifteen
t0
na 8U" and ?onditions GOVERNMENT SUES
Southwestern and the New Mexico Twenty of the witnesses it was said',
Winsome, gallant and gay.
car loads of cattle from Lamy to his
at.
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&
Wear it in Mother's honor.
Central.
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ujuisb
iijctiermuy
were in California. The rest will come
t,
ranch at Bazar, Kansas, and Los
nam nas eliminated any
Pinned to the coat's lapel;
But then came a lull which has not from Chicago and other eastern cities. proved,
Colorado.
This
.be
morning
to
chance
lower
the
track
record
of
Leased
Wear it in belt and corsage,
to
New
Wire
(By Special
Mexican)
been broken and which will not give District Attorney John D. Fredericks,
nineteen car loads from the
Meridian for the mile and a quarter
For her that you love so well.
Denver, Colo., May 11. Seeking to shipped
way to active railroad construction announced that he would resist any efLIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.
2:05
which
was made last year. The set aside patents to 5,000 acres of stockyard here to Chama and Salida,
until it is assured that New Mexico forts made by the defense to secure a
Colorado.
PASH BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe.
withdrawal
of
The
one
of
For Mother in lowly cabin.
Manager,
coal
in
lands
the
southern
will not punish capital and enter continuance.
part of the
the favorites, on account of the
Mining Camps on Bulge County
Or Mother in palace hall,
state, the government today began suit
prise with restrictive legislation, until
The dictagraph, it Is said, will play mud also served to detract fromheavy
In
Superintendent J. V. Conway has just two as proven by the splendid results
Is ever the truest and dearest,
in
the
court
federal
if seems certain that In legislation an
the
here
against
Important part in the case against terest In the event Indications were Colorado
And ever the best of all.
New Mexico will follow the example Darrow. An
Fuel & Iron Company. The returned from a visit to the public accomplished by the last year's work.
Instrument, according to that the derby would not be run before
schools of
and Madrid. He re
In travail and pain she bore us.
set by the Constitutional Convention, officials of the district
government alleges the company rendattorney's office, 5 o'clock.
In laughter and love she nursed.
ered false testimony in obtaining the ports that 150 men are now at work
Kan- 'Mrs. M.- Bishop, Columbus,
safe and sane, In giving the was hidden in apartment of the accused
ii
being
in
Madrid workings and that 450
And who that would shame the Mother
KAa
aufforarl. from A. WPJllr hnplr ft
patents under the timber and stone v illthebe
square deal to everybody, investor, attorney after his indictment at the
In
there
more
three
ALL GAMES POSTPONED
busy
Is of all mankind accursed.
for
as a result of kid
act, which makes no provision
producer, consumer, capitalist and time he was said to have had confer-weeks. At Cerrillos, Mr. Conway says, good many years,
ON ACCOUNT OF RAIN. coal lands.
irouoie.
He who builds rail- ences with persons who have since I
i
ney
alike.
workingman
oiey
Dgan
tnere is a force of fifty men at work Kirinfiv Tills and soon laKing f nnin
Tired and wan too often,
after tha
roads in New Mexico must do it be- avowed their Intention
of testifying By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
in the Sunset Smelter and Reducing
Weary and weak at times,
left my back and today I am fully
cause he has faith In the future deBut always full of the courage
Works at present, and . thls forcewWlll cured."
against him.
WTichita, Kansas, May 11. (West- - ROOSEVELT LEADS
for sale by all druggists.
of
the
for
the
statisvelopment
state,
PRIMARY.
MINNESOTA
W-scon
WIchita-Topekbe
increased.
That thrills when the future chimes.
W. Risdon is
ern)
game postpon- FOR SALE: A lot of second hand
tic"
of
Census
Bureau
the
as
well
as
Mother with hands
the new superintendent in charge, of belting, hangers, pulleys' and shaft.
HARD JOLT FOR FLOWING BOWL, ed, wet grounds.
the Interstate Commerce Commission
Mother in pearls and lace.
Des Moines, la., May 11. (Western) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) tic mines at Madrid and F. S. Hess ing; one 12 horse power end one 22
New
even
that
demonstrate,
Mexico,
Minn., May 11. With is In charge of the store'"
The light of heavenly beauty
Des Moines-St- .
(Continued from page one.)
norse power L.enei n,ngine, Srst claa
Joseph game post-- . butMinneapolis,
at present rates, does not support the
thirty-twShines In her tender face.
delegates not reported
rain.
Madrid has Just closed a nine condition; one 40 horse power locoponed;
railroad facilities It already enjoys. of the church will be
out
of
a
but
of
total
610,
unofficial,
ready to report
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 11. (Nation- - revised returns for
It Is because of this that there is
the Hennepin coun-t- months' term of school. tMusip Edith motive type boiler capable of
So here's to the white carnation,
Monday or Tuesday, was the state- al) Cincinnati-BrooklyHickes is the principal and libs Wil 75 pounds of steam, past ' upon by
postgame
much
food
for legislative thought In ment of C. J. C. Nicholson, its chairpresidential primary held last night lie
Wear it on Mothers' day;
Boiler , Inspector; radiators, steam
poned; wet grounds.
Comer, assistant The school-a- t
show
352 delegates; Taft
the article of Mr. Black. It Is up to man,
"Roosevelt
Flower that blooms for Mother,
In
answer to a motion of
today
St. Louis, Mo., May 11 (National)
0 eallnn
dele-- ' Cerrillos will close next Friday. Miss piping and valves: a
Fifty-fiv- e
ian.
61.''
LaFollette
110;
the present legislature to say "whether
Winsome, gallant and gay.
The Rev. Boston-St- .
hastening the reports.
Louis gameD postponed;
on Bessie Wisdom is the principal., and line tank, with other sundry Items.
as
listed
"fusion"
San Juan, Taos, Chaves, Lincoln and
appeared
gates
Flower of perfect sweetness,
"Billy" Sunday, who has been holding rain.
4'MaUd
Any of these items will be sold cheap
, both R6osvelt and LaFollette tickets. the Misses Elizabeth Wellji
other counties are to have in the near evangelistic services at
Flower for hut and hall,
at vnA
Kansas City, Mo., May 11 (Assoc!
t9 l . . .
Fargo, North
Superintendent If tfllrm
The unofficial returns on the popu Palmer, teachers.
j.
it liitc'iioieu bo
future the additional railroads and Dakota, will
Here's to the white" carnation,
'are
iff
Cress
Monday afternoon ation) Kansas
speak
la
that
confident
there
New
the
Conway
game
Merlin Prinrin.
lar vote shows: Roosevelt 7,537; Taft
railroad facilities they go much desire. before the conference.
Ana to Mother our Best of AW,
wet
better
schools
erounds.these
postponed:
anywhere .than
pany, Sant Fe. Ne Mexico.
5,603; LaFollette 3,211.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
.

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS.

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

upper Pecos by way of Glorieta,
fine condition.

CASTLES IN THE AIR.
(Florence E. Bartlett, formerly
of Santa Fe)
Far out across the desert,
Where blue mists sway and
swim ;
Where magic veils of purple
Hang o'er the range's rim:
Where golden shafts of

Established

Incorporated

Steal softly to and fro

1903

large display of trimmed
hats, patterns, shapes, etc

in

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

Ladies' Waists

wear shoes and think you will need
anything in that line it will pay you to
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to completely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have a nice selection of chil-

The refreshments carried out the
spring time idea in delicious chicken
salad, individual
strawberry short
cakes and coffee.
Those invited were Mesdames W.
r.. Kogers, Hugh M. Gage, John M.
Bowman, James F. Hinkle, Charles P.

The commencement exercises at the
Allison and Mary James
Mission
Schools took place on Wednesday ev
ening at the Presbyterian church. The
most of the pupils left Thursday to
spend the summer vacation in their Downs, O. L. Owen, Antonio Lucero,
homes throughout the slate.
K. C. dc Baca. J. R. Skidmore, George
W. Tripp, W. M. McCoy, Oscar T.
Mrs. Lewis H. Hill, of Prescott, Toombs, R. H. Boulware, Isaac Barth,
by,
Arizona, wnose nusuanu is the man- - Gregory Page, T. D. Burns, F. F.
Way out in that enchanted
.7. E. Evans,
Juan J. Clancy,
jager of the Western Tnion Telegraph Doepp,
land ,
office at that place, is in the city vis- - c- c- Cati on, James W. Chavez,
My Spanish Castles lie!
her sister, Mrs. B. F. Pankey, on can McOillivray, W. W. Nichols,
street. Mrs.- Hill will return Jamin Pankey, Florence Love, Thomas
to her home in two or three weeks.
Mabry, A. C. Abeyta, A. J. Evans,
(By Xan O'Xeil.)
Eugenio B. Gallegos, Boleslo Romero,
RETURNED UNOPENED. .
Mr. and Mrs. Lansing Bloom expect Juan D- Casados, Thomas F. Cooney,
Little Timmy Tudor Titus
to leave for the East in a short time, Tranquilino Labadie, Remigio Lopez,
JpThought he had appendicitis;
Lucero, Zacarias Padilla,
Bias
where Mr. Bloom will receive a deiri-eWent to bed and owned him beaten,
from William College.
Squire
Mrs. Bloom Sanchez, Antonio D. Vargas,
Quite forgot the things he'd eaten.
was operated upon a few wfccU3 ago Hartt, Jr., J. B. McManus, A. X. White,
and has made such a rapid recovery F. W. Clancy, F. W. Parker, R. H.
Mother sent out frantic calls
that the trip east will not be delayed. Hanna, Clarence J. Roberts, E. C. Ab
To the nearest hospitals;
bott, R. P. Ervieii. A. S. Brookes. Fred
Ambulances!
Ever tried one?
FornofT, W. G. Sargent, O. X. Marron,
Owing to repairs at her residence, Jacobo
My, 'twas fun to be inside one!
Chavez, W. H. Pope, Malaquias
Mrs. Prince will not be able to enterMartinez, M. S. Groves, H. H. Will-- !
tain
will
Monday afternoon, but
hope mms, Joe Sheridan, Howell Earnest,
Doctors grave and doctors glum
t continue her Monday afternoo.i C. D.
Thumped on little Tinimy's turn;
Miller. S. Spitz, Leroy O. Moore,
series the following week.
Recommended but a rope-end- ;
R. F. Asplund, E. A. Fiske,
J. M.
Timmy was "Returned Unopened."
Diaz, Thomas jr. Doran, E. D. Castle,
Mrs.
J.
F.
wife
of Dr. J. F. R. J. Palen, L. A. Hughes, S. G.
Pearce,
Seymour Barnard in Harper's MagPearce, accompanied by her daughter,
azine.
Arthur Seligman, Lola Arnii-jo- ,
Miss Rebecca, left this morning for
Anita Chapman, E. R. Wright, A.
A. B.
Mrs. Charles P. Downs has returned Santa Fe. Mrs. Pearce will visit in M. Bergere, X. B. Laughlin,
from a short absence from the city, Santa Fe for some days. Miss Pearce Renehan, Angus McGillivray, C. F.
,
and is at his home on Manhattan Av- will go from Santa Fe to Roswell, Easley, Jalnes L. Seligman, W. S.
,
L. B. Prince, Misses Jessie
where she will be the guest of friends
enue.
Elizabeth Massie and Romero.
for some time.
p
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hurt, who have
The Mothers' Club.
One of the sopial events of next
been living in Santa Fe for the past
Two nionihs ago a civic committee
six weeks, left this "week for their week will be the ninth reunion of the
four bodies of the Scotish Rite, Thurs- was appointed by the Mothers' Club
home in Las Vegas.
V
day, Friday and Saturday. One of the which is composed of sixteen of Santa
social feature will be a dinner to be Fe's most public spirited women,
Miss Elsie Staley and Miss Ora
wmen all of them, but not too
Wade entertained a few friends at the served at the Library Hall on Satur - tusy
busy to find time to make an effort to
The
of
day.
New
Mexico
the
meeting
of
Mrs. Henry Woodruff last
residence
Bar Association on Tuesday will also ward any improvement which the city
Thursday evening.
might need and which the city authoribe an excuse for many dinners.
a a
ties might be persuaded to undertake.
W. E. Holiday of Albuquerque has
This committee is so divided that
Robison-Mer- a
decided to make Santa Fe his home
Wedding.
there are four members living in each
Announcements
were received
the of the four wards of the
and has sent for his family who will
city whose
first
of the week of the marriage of
join him,ere next week.
for
duty it is to look out
Edna
.
Roe
Robinson
to
Frank improvements in their especially
own ward,
Eustace Mera at the home of the
Miss Dorothy Griffin, who was opAmong other things these commit- bride's
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rob- - tcon
Vi rr vov1
i t r an nriii rouo
erated upon this week for appendicitis ir.son inparents.
2.
May
Although the garden work by the sehoo, chmven
at the St. Vincent's Sanitarium, is re- news wasChicago
not altogether a surprise to
vhich VRS unaertaUn sonle time ago
ported to be improving rapidly,
their friends an Santa Fe, the an v '
tne club and ag0 )he lantj
of
nouncemen s were opened with no by
trees which the
r promised to
Mrs, Hicks of Carlsbad will arrive oinuii luiiu ux asiuiusiiuieiii, iviany
each child whose parents would agree
next Thursday to spend a week or so telegrams of congratulations were hur- to
help in taking care of it.
in Santa Fe as the guest of Mrs. and ried to the bride and groom in ChicaSome two weeks ago the teachers
Mrs. Fred F. Doepp at the Sanitarium. go. Mrs. Mera has been a resident of ftict rltintoH Gaud Qmrno- tlia si,ilrlian
Santa Fe for the past five years and and
jt is ho))d (hat the parents wi
Mrs. R. G. Sayle and daughter Ethel has made many friends here who are.
supplement this with a few more pack- at the prospect of her becom.'
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
.
.
I
!J
UT. Mera IS - n.all
John Pflueger. left the first of the ii6 an lieiuiuueill IBSlUeni.
r,Aa
Two prizes of
week for their home in Milwaukee, the owner of Sunmount which has be- - ten dollars each will be awarded to
""-.ua
u,
Wisconsin.
sanitarium unaer
best
and
his capable management as the resi- - the boy Thesegir, wn0 haye the b!
priMS wil, probab,y
garden
Mrs. Arno Huning of Albuquerque, is icuu piijoicittu.
jjr. ana Mrs. Mera given in September according to the
a house guest of Senator and Mrs. are expected in Santa Fe within the rules and regulations which will soon
Isaac Barth, at their home on the Gar-it- next few days.
be determined upon and published by
and will be with them until the
civic committee.
the
Mrs.
Palen Entertains at Cards.
The following letter from Miss Clara
middle of next week.
m
The spirit of cordiality for which D. True is self explanatory.
Miss
Mrs. James F. Hinkle and little Santa Fe is famous was extended again True has shown a laudable public spirto
the strangers in town by Mrs. R. J. it in presenting this fund to the club
daughter Lillia, who have been visitors Palen
last Thursday afternoon and and that as well as her interest are
at the Sanitarium for the past two
there is no home in Santa Fe greatly appreciated.
weeks, returned to the Hinkle home surely
from which the welcome is more apSanta Fe, X. M.t May 3, 1912.
in Roswell Saturday afternoon.
The large parlors in the Mrs. J. W. Mayes.
.
propriate.
Dear Madam Nothing I have read
J. F. Miller, proprietor of the Valley Palen residence were decorated with
Ranch arrived in Santa Fe this fore pink snapdragon while the faint per- in the local, press has impressed me
a so much as Mr. Walter's leading edi
noon and took out a party of Santa Fe fume of appleblossoms brought
breath of spring fragrance into the torial of yesterday on gardens for
people. He declares the road to the
dining room, Five hundred was- the boys and girls. I called up the New
game of the afternoon. Mrs. Isaac Mexican to express my appreciation
Barth won the progressive prize and and Mr. Walter informed me that his
Mrs. Esther M. Thomas the prize for inspiration came from the Mothers'
the highest number of poinls.
Club of which you are an exponent.
H.
KAUNE
ThoBe invited were Mrs. James SelI take occasion to speak a word of
igman, Mrs. James H. Hinkle, Mrs. R. approval from a country woman of
C. Garrett, Mrs. Fred F. Doepp, Mrs. the vicinity.
I believe it is possible
Cregory Page, Mrs. Hugh M. Gage, not only to have a more beautiful
Mrs. John M. Bowman, Mrs. James capital city from the efforts you are
Chavez, Mrs. Arno Huning, of Albu- making, but what is of more import
o ance
querque; Mrs. Isaac Barth, Mrs.
vastly, a sturdy generation of
USE
Jarramillo, Mrs. T. D. Burns, young people sound of body and fixed
Mrs. H. D. Moulton, Mrs. Harry
of purpose.
Mrs. Lorin C. Collins, Mrs.
As a small mark of my very sincere
E. I.. Hewett. Mra. W M Snriront appreciation I beg you to accept the
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, Mrs. Harry Lee,! enclosed check for twenty dollars,
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
Mrs. P. A. F. Walters, Mrs. Alvan which I should suggest being used as
ARE OVER.
White, Mrs. F. W. Clancy, Mrs. A. J. a prize of ten dollars each for the boy
Rolland, and Mrs. T. A. Spencer of and girl who can show the best gar
Flour quality varies acCarrizozo, Mrs. W. C. McDonald, Mrs. dens in the fall. It is yours to use
to
wheat
cording
quality.
Antonio D. Lucero, Mrs. E. R. Wright, unconditionally in the cause of a beauPoor wheat mean? poor
Mrs. T. F. Blandy, Mrs. W. M. Thorn- tiful capital and a well developed juvflour, poor flour means
ton, Mrs. J. P. Victory, Mrs. E. B. enile population.
poor bread. The gluten
Thomas. Mrs. C. D. Mil'er, Mrs. John
Very sincerely yours,
in hard wheat is the eleR. McFie, Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, Mrs.
CLARA D. TRUE.
R. F. Asplund, Mrs. W. M. McCoy, Mrs.
ment that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
Llewellyn Hall, Mrs. W. E. Rogers and
Mrs. Kate Hall.
is rich in gluten that's
i

i
i
i

'

prize.

al services next Sunday.

,

Far out across the desert,
Where phantom cities glide;
Where fairy splendors paint the
air.
And ships at anchor ride:
Where dream birds sail o'er lilac seas,
Where rose leaf clonus float

argain Counter
Sp ecials.

There will be no services at the
Church of the Holy Faith tomorrow. again. Miss Mussie won the first prize,
Mrs. Antonio D. Vargas the second
Mr.'Smith of Silver City is expected to
take charge of the parish for the next prize and Mrs. Prince, tho- unlucky in
was lucky in winning the third
points
month and will probably hold the usu-

Set yucca blades aglow;
And darkling lurid shadows
1856

w

The Altar Guild of the Church of the
Holy Faith will meet at the rectory
at four o'clock. Tuesday, May 14.

sun--lig-
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E carry the most
complete stock in
FASHIONABLE MILLINERY. Come and see our

HsocietyH

CAPITAL $50,00000

M.

!

dren's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
These we are offering
at much below
our first cost. No old,
goods to
show you, but new
goods that
are dependable. Some splendid numbers women's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf
Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.
to-d-

-

Dun-itin-

-

g

Original Sale Price was

STRICTLY RIGHT IN EVERY RESPECT

-

s

For One Week Only

;4.00, now 1.50
Misses' Grammar School Shoes, $1.50 to $2.25, now $ .75 and $1.00

l.75io

-

Barefoot Sandals,

jjj

2.25,

"

1.15

"

25

.50

"

1.00

1.65, "

90 to

All our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices
are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow the cash and pay
SO per cent., if necessary, for them.
V'ou will save money.

j

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

Cart-wrigh- t,

Take Care of Your Complexion by Carrying a NOBBY SILK
PARASOL.
We have the kind you will be pleased to carry,

$2.25, now $1.00
$3.00 to

-

-

ed

styles-up-to-da- te

-

STRICTLY FASHIONABLE

ay

shelf-handl-

i

STRICTLY NEW

F you

Representing the

The Price Maker

ROYAL TAILORS.

Har-roun-

Mas-sie-

j SEUGMAN BROS. COMPANY,
P.

O. Box, 219.

:

;

:

m

Phone 36.

FIRE

PATENTED RANCH

ACRE
FOR SALE in center
of Old Glorieta Battle
160

Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing, timber, .on. property. House, Stable, $
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once, ffl
Low price to cash purchaser.

n c. W ATSON rn
.

INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

4.

ESTATE.

REAL

119 San Francisco St.

m

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

.

Next Door to Postoffice,

Why

Wait ?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

S.

TAUPERT,
Accurate Work

-

Quick Returns
mm

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

-

204 W. Palace Ave.

m

A

May-tim-

e

May-tim-

"CMn'j-kl-

I

Short Orders run Pay; & Night. Regular Meals
2Sm Francisco Street

"'

CoM Baths.
G.

25c H.

S. KAUI1E & CO

spring fashions and inspect their
.neighbor's new frocks.
Mrs. T. A. Spencer and Mrs. A. J.
11011168 asiBte4
Mrs. McDonald as)

Ufitol'T Where Prices are Lowest
HE2RERA, PropIOr bale Quality.
,to

Electric

LITE

When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE MOUSE OF

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips
Many Fine Varieties

ANTS

50c and 75c per doz.

Pansv' Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, and other hardy perennials.
::::

415

.

Palace Avenue.

JEWELRY

-

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Silverware, Cut Glass, DecoEvery Description.
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

Reliable Jeweler

have Mrs. Spencer In Santa

H. C. YONTZ,

Coal

Scarfs and Sets.

am?

Southeast of Plaza.

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. RaUroad Depot

S.C. Buffj Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.
$

31; Palace Ave.

rPetai

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

MISS A. MUGLER,

Fe. PhOfle Red 204.

Street

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Towels, Dresses,

CHA5. A. WHEELON,

San Franciso.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Doilies, Center Pieces,

13 Egg

YOU BUY HERE

ON WHAT

YOU NEVER GO WRONG

Stamped Linens,

$1.50

-'

JAMES C. McCON VERY,
Phone. Black 204.

A

I

coiinitioihllot k

When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE

SCO.

Card Party.
One of the prettiest
of all the
spring gayeties was the card party
given by Mrs. W. C. McDonald last
Tuesday afternoon at the executive
mansion. The wives of the members
of the legislature were the guests of
honor. The spacious rooms were profusely decorated with spring blossoms
and the dainty colored spring gowns
e
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, and hats reminded one that the
had really blossomed forth. A
Spanish orchestra added a low accomGrapes, Oranges,
paniment of quaint Mexican melodies
to the hum and buzz of conversation
oh yes, they all talked for the game
was five hundred and not so
VEGETABLES
FRESH
DAILY.
that the players' minds had
l
t f Vta innionrfnfo1 imsvn
tables played Casino and had even
more opportunity to comment upon

Coronado Restaurant
Furokbed rooms la

DO IT RIGHT!

X

Grape Fruit, Apples.

"

LIABILITY

m

why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

B. TONNIES,

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

Boss Patent Flour

!

Inspect Them.

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Ven-cesla-

NEW MEXICO.

:

w."

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Re-

i

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

gretting

To-morro-

Vi

cultivation.

I

" Insuring Today Avoids

j

Field. About 30 acres under

FIRE

INSURANCE

'

Glorieta Battle Field

INSURANCE

ntnnm

t

u:

C

.

no
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CORRICK'S HACK LINE?
.,

..;

.

fiirir

PJ,M

RnffsiM

:::

Phone Black

01701 7117
nA Saddle

Uortei.

THEODORE CORRICK,
132.

Frop'r

oil Louis Bocky Mi
mil

Pacific

Railway

(2)11
P m

(1)1
pm

(3)19
iu

9 50

Miles
0
4

Ulead Up)

1912.

STATIONS

(1)2
jTn

Lv.. De Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson
Meluctae
CunnliiKhara
Clifton Houxo
Lv
Ar ... Raton, N. M.
Ar
i.v .. . Raton, N . M

(2)12
jHn

now

ties as the hook? Which, In your
opinion, is the most profitable, listening to a dramatic performance, or reading a book?''
A number of interesting
replies were
received. Only two writers, Paul Sau-daand Mazel saw In the passion for
the play a serious evidence of intellectual development. The great majority
pronounce firmly against the drama
and the modern craze for theatergoing. "The taste for drama," writes
Maurice Barres, which is now becoming something between a vaudeville
and a cinematograph, indicates a tendency to take the line of least effort."
Rene Bovlesve also considers it as
a proof of laziness; but he, in addition, sees in it a manifestation of sociability. People, he thinks, go to the
theater not so much to enjoy themselves as to provide themselves with
topics of conversation. M. Colrat believes the real drama tn ho ovtint
tnat nowadays tne pureIy spectacular
element prevails on the stage In this
he lg at one wUh sjr PeIa(jan
' who
nolds that tnere are my
dramatists; three Greek, one English,
two French and two German Vincent
d.,ndy the eminent composer prefera
even or music readi
t
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Too Sick to Work Doctor
Centenary of Invention of
Advised Operation. RePunch and Judy Shows
stored to Health by
Celebrated in France
Lydia E. Finkham's
Compound.

RATON NEW MEXICO

In effect Anril 2Sth.
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NO ONE STRONGER THAN HIS STOMACH.
The celebrated Dr. Abernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that disorders of the stomach were the most prolific source of human ailments in general. A
recent medical writer says: "every feeling, emotion and affection reports at the
stomach (through the system of nerves) and the stomach is affected accordingly.
It is the vital center of the body
ne continues, " so we may be
said to live ( through ) the stomach." He goes on to show that the stomach is
the vital center of the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
or dyspepsia, and the multitude of various diseases which result therefrom, no
medicine can be better suited as a curative agent than

Or. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
" Several months ago I suffered from a severe pain right
"
under the
writes Mrs. G. M. Mukken, of
Corona, Calif. "Had suffered from it, off and on, for several years. I also suffered from heart-burdid not know
what was the matter with me. I tried several medicines
but they did me no good. Finally, I was told it was my
livpr. I did not dare to eat as it made me worse. Whenever I swallowed anything it seemed that I would faint it
hurt so. I grew very thin and weak from not eating. Was
told to take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I took
five bottles of It, and could feel myself getting better from
the first dose. 1 could eat a little without pain and grew
I am strong and well and can do a big
Ftrong fast.
day's work with ease. Can eat everything and havo put on
flosh wonderfully. I will say to all sufferers writa to Dr.
Pierce. He has my undying gratitude."
breast-bone,-
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ror ribs.
balls, which held such an important fated by Mr. Closson.
in the court life of early France. wi" move his equipment
into the
Advance Included Over Score of In- place
One of the most original of the re-- Closson barn and his phone number
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPOID
dustrial to Neglect of Railway
No- black,
the old, original father of ten children and for the
cent masked balls was the Hungarian wi,l
Group.
fete given by Madame de Ytuabe in I'bone livery number familiar to Santa past 30 years has used Foley's Honey
A clear white liquid for cleansing,
her mansion in the Avenue du Bois de t0 People for many years.
and Tar Compound with the best of
and healing skin and scai?
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
purifying
AIL
results. He tells us: "I think Foley's diseases.
the guests appeared in
New York, May 11. Dealings
in Boulogne.
costume.
The
Honey and 'j ar Compound is the best
Lehigh Valley constituted the main Hungarian national
Stops itching or burning Instantly;
SHORTEST LINE TO
cough medicine in the world for I cures eczema permanent.
feature of a generally strong opening hostess received her guests in a suwith
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have
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Hungarian
for
the past 20 years and
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dress,
of today's stock market. Lehigh opA few days after using the Liquid
Palace.
can recommend it to anyone needing the disease
ened at an advance of one point which richly embroidered with fur and a:
begins to disappear.
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J. A. Davis, City.
a cough medicine." For sale by all
it soon extended to 2. Another con- headdress sparkling with diamonds.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch
Her daughter wore a picturesque Hun-E. J. Beecker, Kansas City, Mo.
druggists.
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
spicuous feature was United States
The men
Henry Grant, Abiquiu.
Steel which opened with a block of garian peasant costume.
wore
M.
eve-Venetian
cloaks
over
Irmes, Albuquerque.
mostly
7,000 shares at 68
to 6S
as
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
ning dress with knee breeches and silk,
against yesterday's closing of 67
L. Epstein, Denver.
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
Reading followed the other standard stockings. Among the guests who apissues with a one point rise while Le- peared in sumptuous fancy dresses, N. F. Pierce, Denver.
were the Infanta Eulalia,
Princess! E. C. Lewis, Denver.
high Valley increased its lead to alNEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
A. W. Ball, New York City.
most three points.
United States Stephaine of Belgium, the Grand Duke
Steel rose a point, with gains of as Paul of Russia, the Russian Ambassa- Rooms With Bath
Montezuma.
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
much or more in numerous specialties. dor and Mme. Isvolsky, the German!
Ambassador
L.
von!
and
J.
the
Denver.
Baroness
Smith,
Both the American common and preferred made new high records. Ameri- Schoen and the Princess Murat. Thej L. M. Gillett, City.
can Beet Sugar fell a point but soon music was provided by a real Hunga-- j Herb Michelson, New York City.
W. W. Binden, Albuquerque.
recovered.
Illinois Central also re- nan gipsy band in black uniforms', and
a feature of the ball was a Hungarian! M. J. Bond, Los Angeles.
some
of its recent loss.
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The market closed strong. Lehigh mazurka danced by ten couples led byi E. N. Rich, City.
Don Luis, the son of the Infanta EuB. R. Romero, Las Vegas.
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over four points in the last hour. Unit
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Among the most interesting books
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ed States Steel, and other stocks of
speculative importance added to the forming the library of the late Henri A. C. Burden, Albuquerque.
RATES $ 1 .0O and $ 1 .50 per day.
J. D. Davidson, Albuquerque.
one of
The advance in- Houssave to be sold by auction soon,
previous advantage.
priced
B. S. Phillips, Velarde.
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over a score of industrials, to is a slender volume bound in faded velvet
which once belonged to the unforJ. F. Kirkendall, Philadelphia.
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New
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A. Applebaum, Louisville.
railway group. Final prices showed tunate Marie Antoinette. It is called
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SELLING PRICE IS MARKED ON THEM IN
PLAIN FIGURES AND MEANS A SPECIAL
BARGAIN. Goods are sold FOR CASH ONLY.

1 11

Lingerie Dresses, Emb'd and Lace Trimmings, Value $4.50, for .
White Serge Dresses, Value $13.75, fcr

$2.85
8.75

Every thing at and
Below Cost.

TO SPECIAL SALE PRICES.

ALL OTHER GOODS IN THE ENTIRE STORE REDUCED

B

Charges Made During This Sale.

No

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.;
MltTWlfTWff'MMIfTWH

Lines in New Mexico earn but $472.00
per mile of line, in Arizona $429.00
RAILROAD RATE
per mile of line, in Kansas $903.00, in
Colorado $1079.00, in California $1964.-00- .
These local earnings indicate
that the Santa Fe earns bat $1.30 per
EXACT
day for each mile of line in New Mexico, which is distributed between the
numerous trains operated.
If existing rates do not leave reaTime
or Disposition (to Study sonable
Legislatures Hardly Have
margin of profit for the Santa
Fe which has a fair development
in
Its
and
Various
Its
From
Angles
Question
its territory, it must be apparent that
traffic on smaller lines in New MexMany Aspects.
ico does not pay any where near the
cost of service. It would not be fair
Missouri, Minne- - to require the Santa Fe to charge less
The following is the address made mile in Oklahoma
than other lines because this would
in part on Thursday evening af the sota, Arkansas, etc., is unremunerative
of be a penalty on development.
rates
and
Therefore,
confiscatory.
and
Senate
before
the
public hearing
The average distance traveled
by
House Committee on Railroads at the three cents per mile have been restor-local
in New Mexico is
capitol, by V. J. Black, the general ed in such states. It therefore seems fifty-on- e passengers
miles. The four cents per
traffic manager of the Santa Fe sys- evident that if states with population
covers the cost of stop- mile
e
!
to
simply
twenty-threpeo-in
man
from
railroad
the
best
fifty
tem,
varying
posted
and
P'mg
was
to
mile
are
starting the train to pick up
entitled
the United States. Its purpose
pie per square
merely to show that railroading is a three cents per mile the existing rate and let off passengers as the expense
such operation is from eighty-fivbusiness the same as any other busi- of four cents in New Mexico with a
j
ness, and that it is not a philanthropic nnnnlatinn of 9 7 ner mile is decidedly cents to $1.00 for each stop.
The contention is frequently made
institution of unlimited resources, that reasonable.
can afford to expend more than it
that it costs a railroad company very
People of New Mexico can depend little additional to take care of its
takes in without going into bankrupton the railroad companies reducing
state traffic on interstate trains. The
cy. No legislator would think of passsoon as it becomes
ing a law to compel the corner grocer passenger rates as
impression also prevails that state
to sell sugar for five cents a pound, evident that operating revenues can traffic can be handled at the same
when the sugar costs the grocer ten be increased through such reduction,
as interstate traffic. This is
cents a pound, nor should a legislature As an illustration; passenger rates in': incorrect as
be shown by th5 fol.
forbid a railroad to charge a passen- .New Mexico ana Arizona were nrsc lowing illustration; Suppose we
ger more than three cents a mile when established on basis of ten cents per
two parallel lines 300 miles or
it costs the railroad four cents a mile mile, which was the old stage coach more in
length, one for the purpose of
to transport that passenger.
rate, but were gradually reduced by handling state traffic and the other for
We are here in response to your in- voluntary action of the railroads and the purpose of handling interstate
vitation and request to give you as within my recollection have been re traffic. The line handling state trafcomplete information as is at our com- duced by the Santa Fe from six to five fic must maintain agencies at consimand in reference to passenger rates, cents per mile and again from five to derable monthly expense every ten or
re-- ;
expense of service, and to likewise dis- four cents per mile. They have
fifteen miles. The interstate line will
cuss with you in a friendly way the mained at four cents because the po- - only maintain
agencies at division
im-1
entire railway problem. I will there- pulation is so sparse there is no
nninfo wliara nduicaapir rt etnn tmin
fore undertake to give you an analy- mediate prospect of stimulating travel for operating purposes. A train ope
sis of passenger conditions from our so as to overcome the loss that a low rated over the state line will consume
view point and will be very glad to er fare will produce.
four or five hours longer than the one
As an evidence that lower rates in-undertake to answer any questions
0peratea over the interstate line,
crease travel ana lessen revenues i which
which may occur to you. Mr.
naturally increases cost of tran- our statistician, is likewise here would call attention to the fact that sportation. As previously shown it
cents to $1.00
prepared to give yi'i any information the number of passengers carried in costs from eighty-fiv- e
desired. We wish to further say if Oklahoma during the first 12 months to stop a passenger train, which is
now or in the future w have not at of the two cent rate increased 26 per further tax on the line handling state
hand figures which will enable you to cent, revenue decreased 9.6 per cent. traffic alone.
inalyze our rates, expenses, etc., we In Illinois passengers carried increa
I believe the foregoing demonstrates
will be glad to prepare same as sed 6.0 per cent, revenue uecreaseu
the passenger revenues on local
that
promptly as possible and submit them 8 per cent. In Kansas passengers traffic within the state is unremuneracarried increased 19.4 per cent, revefor your consideration.
cent. In Mis- tive and will remain so for many years
I understand that a feeling prevails nue decreased 2.9 per
to come even at existing rates. It must
in some quarters that the local pas- souri passengers carried increased be borne in mind that a reduction in
19.3 per cent, revenue decreased 1.5
rates in New Mexico will of nesenger rate per mile should be recent. In Kansas state and inter- local
duced, hence my remarks will be lar- per
seriously affect interstate rates
cessity
0
traffic
increased
state passenger
thus
gely confined to a discussion of that
reducing total pasmaterially
passengers with a decreased senger revenues. This will of course
I first want to say that in
question.
of $297,000. If reduced operearnings
our Judgment the regulation of rates,
in curtailment of passenger
revenue is the result in states result
either passenger or freight, should be ating
service. I would call attention
train
is
population
to the conditions in Texas when agita-tioleft to the Corporation Commission be- mentioned where thecourse
it is of
apparent
cause it must be apparent that a le considerable,
was started for reduction In pascould not hope to
the
railroads
that
rates. The commercial bodies
senger
gislative body, no matter how compe'
reduced
a
tent it may be, cannot take the time recoup their losses from
sent petitions to the Legislature and
with as little
Railroad Commission opposing such
to thoroughly investigate and deter rate per mile in a state
as New Mexico.
mine the value of the service and the population
reduction on the ground that it would
Statistics covering Illinois, Iowa, not only curtail existing tram ser- expense of producing same, both of
Missouri, Kansas, Okla- - v)ce but woud aiscourage
construe
which in the end must be the deter Nebraska,
Minnesota and Arkansas which tion of additional railroads throughout
homa,
CommisRailroad
The
factors.
mining
t
states, show that pas tne 8tate.
sion of Wisconsin
consumed
six were
The railroad company has but one
earn- senger traffic for fiscal year ending
months or more in examining
increased 10.9 per cent thing to sell, namely: transportation.
ings and expenses of the various rail June 30, 1908,
roads throughout Wisconsin in order and passenger revenue decreased 11 The cost of this transportation is into determine what rate per mile would per cent.
creasing constantly. As an illustraSimilar statistics covering Colorado, tion; the Santa Fe System paid its
be a proper charge for passenger trafTexas and New employes in 1911 $1,770,642 more than
fic. Governor Hughes of New York, Dakota, Louisiana,
now a member of the Supreme Court Mexico for the Bame period where in 1910. This increase in wages reof the United States, vetoed a bill pas- there was no reduction in passenger presents the increase in rates of pay
sed by the New York legislature re fares show that traffic Increased 9.8 alone and does not take into account
numducing passenger rates on the ground per cent and revenue increased 16.1 the amount paid the increased
that such action was not Justified in per cent. It will therefore be noted ber of employes.
Cost of all materials has increased
the absence of a thorough investiga that the traffic in the states where pasto two hundred per
tion. I mention these incidents as senger rates were not reduced increa- from twenty-fivLoemphasizing the care and considera sed nearly as much as in the states cent during the past ten years.
tion with which other states approach where there was a reduction in the comotives which formerly cost $10,000
rate per mile, consequently it is evid- now cost $24,000; coaches which fored these questions.
ent that reduction in the rate per mile merly cost $7,000 now cost $10,000;
most
traffic
the
under
Passenger
which formerly cost eighteen and
favorable conditions is jnremunera-tive. does not intend to materially increase ties
nineteen cents now cost seventy cents.
evident
it
that
and
traffic
the
equally
Good judges and authorities have
does tend to materially reduce the re Steel rails which formerly cost $18
frequently given opinions under oath
per ton now cost $28 per ton. In adthat the passenger business west of venues.
dition taxes under statehood are likely
staour
over
In
passenger
the Alleghany Mountains does not
looking
to increase materially, which will
earn sufficient to pay its proper pro. tistics for fiscal year ending June 30, show a still further
loss in actual opeportion of operating expenses, taxes 1911, I find we carried an average of ration of state business. Industrial
seven state passengers on each train
and fixed charges.
concerns increase their prices to cover
Density of traffic must of necessity operated. In addition we carried an the increased cost of production and
of nine
passengers per
govern the rate per mile. Density average
s
In all fairness the
of traffic is in a large measure con- train into or out of New Mexico operation.
liketo
do
be
should
permitted
trolled by the population of the ter and on the same trains car wise. The fact remains
however that
ritory traversed. The population of ried an average of 42 passengers pas- railroad rates particularly on freight
the State of New Mexico is 2.7 per 'sing through New Mexico. Our sta are
decreasing constantly, while as
square mile; Kansas 20.7; California tistics show that it cost $1.19 per shown above their expenses are into
in
mile
run
trains
train
Missouri
passenger
47.9;
15.3: Arkansas 30.0;
creasing in proportions which, are
Colorado 7.7; Oklahoma 23.9; Texas New Mexico. This Is simply the
becoming alarming.
Illinois 100.6; Utah, 4.5. In the far rating cost, namely: transportation
Evidence is plentiful that the trannot
and
does
include
and
Rhode
418.9;
has
maintenance,
east Massachusetts
interests of the country
sportation
or
cover
to
Interest
New
taxes,
Island 508.5; Connecticut 231.3;
anything
not
have
pace with the expankept
Jersey 337.7; New York 191.2. The fixed charges. It will thus be noted sion in trade. The sole reason for
courts have held that two cents per that with seven state passengers per this is that funds have not been
train mile, giving us an average of
twenty-eigh- t
cents per train mile, we available. Millions of dollars are
In the agricould not afford to run any local pas- necessary, particularly
for
trains in New Mexico for cultural sections of the West,
IS interested and inoum kuuw
senger
artrmt the wonderful
In
local
travel.
other
words,
I MARVEL Whirling
Spray strictly
if we did not have through business
The new Vaginal Syringa.
-- most convenient.
R
to assist it would be necessary to
BEAM,. A
cleanses Instantly,
Ladleal Aak yor IfrncfUt for a
handle local business on freight
IMaaaond IlrmndV
Ask
for
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Richard's Experience With Different Diets.
Peaches and

Mr.

Buttermilk for Three Years.
Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richards,
of this place, during the past 12 years
has probably tried more different dieti
than the average person would ever use
in a lifetime.
What he has to say about his experiments, must therefore be highly interesting to anyone suffering from indigestior
or stomach troubles of any kind.
He says: "For more than 12 years
I suffered with stomach troubles, and
paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bills
and medicines. 1 was also operated on

for piles.
I lived on dried
peaches and buttermilk
for nearly three years. The only thing

that would not give me pain was raw eggs.
I was a physical wreck.
could not
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
I must say that after taking two
packages of Thedford's
it did me more good than all 1 ever spent
for other medicines.
I have been
working daily on the farm
ever since, and I am as hard as iron."
This purely vegetable remedy has been
in successful use for more than 70 years.
Try it. But be sui e that it's "Thedford's."
1

ni

Black-Draug-

new railroads, extension of existing
lines, additional second track and Bide
track, block signals, ballasted track,
steel bridges, heavy "rail and other
necessary to insure
improvements
safety in travel and expedite movement of freight, material increase of
equipment end motive power, pas- senger as well as freight. Capital is
already hesitating because of the un-- ,
certain returns from railroad invest-- '
ments. Is it wise therefore to aggravate this condition of affairs? Is
it not better to give the investing pub- lie evidence that railroad rates will
not be disturbed until after the most
thorough investigation, thus insuring
fair treatment for all concerned.
As an indication of what ia being
done to facilitate the growth oi New
Mexico I would call attention to
rates which are in effect first
home-seeke-

their particular territory,

in

fact are

more favorable in some cases.
In addition we place in effect during the winter season round trip
rates from Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Denver and intermediate points
to I.as Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
Silver
Doming, Roswell, Carlsbad,
City, etc., on basis of approximately
two cents per mile each way in the
hope of encouraging people to spend
the winter in the favorable climates
of New Mexico. The merchants and
citizens throughout New Mexico naturally profit from this effort on our
part.
Side-trirates of one fare or thereabouts are made from Albuquerque to
all points south, including Denting.
Silver City, etc., likewise from main
line junctions to various points in the
Pecos Valley at half rate or thereabouts, for the purpose of enabling
through passengers to stop and visit
various sections of New Mexico.
Diverse routes are also authorized
namely: one way via La Junta, one
way via Amarillo and Pecos Valley,
on all round-tritickets east or westbound between Newtoa &nd poin'S
t.nd points
east, and Albuquerque
resouth or west. These fuoiMties
dound to the benefit of thi! people ol
New Mexico in numerous ways.
j
Reduced round trip '.3ii rates nr".
made through the year for conventions, district fairs and other gatherings, which would not be possible with
a reduced commercial rate. Round-trirates with limit of ten days are
in effect daily
between all points
rate is $5.00 or
where the
less.
A Tailroad must provide reasonable
train service in lean as well as pros
perous periods. Certain seasons of
the year produce materially less traffic than others. Train service remains
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Every Woman

Year 1910.
Population

Population
Square mile. Mile Railway

IBxOo

Arkansas
Arizona
California
Colorado
Illinois

Kansas
Louisiana
Nebraska
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Oregon

ModeCs

30.0
1.8
15.3
7.7
100.6
20.7
36.5
15.5
2.7
23.9
7.0
14.8
4.5
17.1
. 30.9

...

297
97
305
144
474
1S7
298
196
107
277
294
273
188
234
381

year druggist
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trains.
As further illustrating the limited
revenue on state traffic I would call
attention to the fact that Santa Fe
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Kit AGISTS

PfERiTCifcRE

FOR SALE Lot of smudge
pots
and oil. Address Geo. M. Kinsell.
FOR RENT
house
with,
bath. 502 Galisteo St. Apply St.
's
Sanitarium.
Vin-cent-

FOR RENT Nine-roohouse or
four or
One
apartment.
block from plaza. Joseph B. Hayward,
manager.
five-roo-

WANTED By reliable German person a place to assist with housework,
for hoard, on a ranch. No lung trouble. Mrs. Besl, Van Horn, Texas.
BOYS WANTED to sell our Sunday
papers: liberal inducements to hustlers. Write to: Manager Circulation
THE DENVER TIMES. Denver, Colo.
$10.00 a day easily made by hustling
agent. Write at once for full information. Arizona Sales Agency, Phoenix,
Arizona.

SOUTHWESTERN
Realty &
Agency, P. O. Box 73, 210
W. Silver,
N.
Mex..
Albuquerque,
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and laborers at once.

nt

Elegantly Furmsrtea Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial,
Write to CMAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

Nt
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E-M-

Semi-monthl-

Do You Want Your Money's Worth?

NOTICE.

State of New Mexico,
No. 6927.
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico for
the County of Santa Fe.
David E. Furnall,
Flanders "20" Touring Car, $800

The next time an automobile salesman tries to sell you a
car at a discount, tell him that the old "something for nothing"
story can't fool you.
The best automobiles in the world are sold for their list
price, not a penny less. They are worth it. But the lame ducks,
the second rates, the nondescript and assembled automobiles
are in the public market looking for the highest bidder. Look
cars are not worth
out they don't get you. If gold-bric- k
their list price, how much are they worth? Nobody knows.
Cut price deals are frauds.
But if you want a car of one price to all and worth every
cent of it, get either a Studebaker
"30," $1100, or
Flanders "20," $800. You can trust them. You get all that
you pay for, and that is more than you get with any other
car at near their price. Studebaker guarantees them that's
the big reason. No matter what price temptation falls in your
"30" and Flanders "20" cars are far
way, Studebaker
because
in
bigger bargains,
years of good service and satisfaction they pay big returns.
We can prove it Send for our new catalogue
E-M- -F

E-M- -F

The Studebaker Corporation
Detroit, Michigan
(Local dealer's name, address and telephone number)

CHICHESTER S PILLS

If he cannot supply

WANTS

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired.
Texas
platens furnished. Ribbon and (apUtah
plies.
Typewriter! Bold, exchanged
Washington ...
rented. Standard makes handled.
United States
All repair work and typewrite
guar
W. J. BLACK,
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Passenger Traffic Manager A. T. & change. Phone 231.
S. F. Rwy.
SALESMEN
ESTABLISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
Our original plan of selling groceries
by sample to farmers, stockmen, restaurants, boarding houses and other
F
large consumers, enables energetic
salesmen to establish quickly a perma
nent business of their own yielding jl
income.
Commission
ad
splendid
vanced.
settlement.
Goods sold subject tn trial. Experience not essential.
Write for particulars today giving
reference?.
JOHN SEXTON & CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE &
FRANKLIN STfc., CHICAGO.

Automobile s

two-cen-

e

i

the mountainous regions of New Mexico is materially greater than in a
prairie country, which in itself justifies higher rates on all traffic hand
led.
In order to give the people of New
Mexico an opportunity to visit their
friends or relatives in the East or
West or to make pleasure trips to seaside resorts, etc., we place in effect
throughout the summer round-trirates at reasonable figures to Los An- .
geles, San Diego, San Francisco, Ihi-cago, St. Louis, Kansas City ani numerous points on the Atlantic Coas.
In conclusion I wish to say we are
prepared to file copies of all tariffs,
rules and regulations pertaining t'i
Commis
traffic with the Corporation
sion so that they can analyze conditions thoroughly. We will likewise be
glad to provide any statistics covering
income from traffic and expense of
operation which may be called for
from time to time and will gladly enlighten the Commission on all features
of railroad operation, as we believe
existing rates are defensible in every
respect, hence it will be our purpose
to cooperate and assist the Commission in every manner possible in their
dealings with the public.
Comparison of Popu;:;on Per Square
Mile and Per Mile of Railroad

j

654,-00-

f

the same, as a consequence the average earnings are much less than 'f
the maximum capacity of the trairs
were in service throughout the ysar.
It should also be borne in mind that
the expense of operating train service, passenger or freight,
through

and third Tuesday of each month
throughout the year from Chicago, St.
Louis, Missour' River and intermediates, as well as from points east of
these terminals. Rate is two cents per
mile or less. The railroad company
ia aware that such rates are unprofitable yet we feel they are justified in
order to develop new territory, from
the growth of which we expect to
piofit in the future. These rates compare very favorably with rates named
by other lines for the development of

CHAS. C. M.CLOSSON,
Agt
Sanla Fe,
Telephcne No. 9.
N.

:- -:

vs.
Nora E. Furnall.
The said defendant Nora E. Furnall
is hereby notified that a complaint has
been filed against ber in the District
Court for the County of Santa Fe,
State aforesaid, that being the court
in which said case is pending, by said
plaintiff David E. Furnall, the general
object of said action being for a decree of absolute divorce on the ground
of desertion and abandonment; for
the care, custody and control of the
child, David E. Furnall, Jr., as will
more fully appear by reference to the
And
complaint filed in said cause.
that unless you enter your apjvearance
in said cause on or before the 24th
day of June, 1912, judgment will be
rendered against you in said cause by
default.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and Seal of said Court at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 2nd day of
May, A. D., 1912.

(Seal)

M. A. ORTIZ,

County Clerk.
By EDW. L. S AFFORD, Deputy.
Name and post office address of plain-

tiff's attorney:
John R. McFie, Esquire,
New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland St.,
Wichita, Kan 6fl s, reports: "I suffered
from kidney trouble, had severe pains
across my back, and was all played
out. I began taking Foley Kidney
Pills and soon there was a decided
Finally the palnVJeft
improvement.
entirely and I am fully cured ofV".
For sale by
my kidney trouble."

druggist.
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The Home of Quality Groceries
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Probate Court Met The probate
court met today at the county court
house.
It pleases mother to receive a bunch
o? llowers on Mothers
Phone
Day.
our order to the Clarendon Garden,

99

(iilack 12.)
be Witn the Crowd at the Ten Cent
West San Francisco St.
Store,

North Pole

it
1

Zook'B Sarsaparilla will
bring
auout a change you'll like.
Taiiors to women's and Misses' Latest Styles. The White House Sorte

ing.

ose

trysting place?

Xmday

1

WAS
-

ii

A GREAT

Our meat market, because so many
arrange for their meets here!

on

WE WILL BE PLEASED

Page 3.

ACHIEVEMENT

But You Will Benefit More,' Personally,
By Discovering

To Arrange With You

For The Best Cuts of Meat

the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Either

Turn Your Search in' this Direction.

By 'Phone

THE

WHITE

HOUSE.

This Is
Strawberries,

j

A

Tomatoes,!

Green Onions,

Carrots.

B

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.

5

Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.
jj

S . SPITZ
H10H-QRAD-

HAVE YCU?. WATCH
CLEANLD OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil cr dcm'.ig longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel tr?.vch over fifteen
miles a day, you will not gnidsre your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
li'ii and accuracy of your watch
tcavc your watch with us y.
bi'-e-

I

Reunion

The

Scot- -

'

grape Cream of Tar
tar$ absolutely free from alum.

Efflaele from

For sixty years American housewives have found Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder a guarantee of light,
pure and wholesome food.

!

1

1

OF TOOLS

w,llySt,nrest

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

Rite

enuon Garden, phone black 12.
Masonic Meeting A regular meet-'- ,
in? nf Santa KV fhaiitor X'n
P A
M., will be held Monday evening at S:
o'clock at the conclusion of which the'
'
Most Excellent Master's degree will
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
The time to take a good tonic is be conferred. All Royal Arch Masons
Phone 92.
are cordially invited to attend.
Springtime, when all nature Is changWarm Weather is coming. Cooking
by electricity is cheaper than coal. be no story telling hour on that day. blood invigorating properties.
First Show at 7:45 tomorrow night
Mothers' Club The Mothers' Club
Sparks can prove it. See him.
License Issued A mar- meets next Monday afternoon prompt- at the Elks',
Marriage
Don't Forget, Sunday, May 12, is
riage license was granted yesterday ly at four o'clock. This will be the
afternoon to Jose Acuna and Desideria last regular meeting of the club dur- Mothers' Day. Carnations for sale at
Sylva, both of Santa Fe, by M. A. Or- ing the school year, and it is important Butts Bros, and the Clarendon Gartiz, county clerk. The couple was mar- that every member be present as an den.
ried by the Reverend Father Antonio informal discussion of plans for the
For the "dearest" hats at the "cheapFourchegu this morning at the Cathe- - next year will take place, in which est'' prices go to the White House at
dral.
every one present will be expected once for they certainly won't last
Woman's Board of Trade The meet-- : to take part.
long. They also have a large stock of
jj ing of the Woman's Board of Trade on
pretty embroideries and ginghams at
it you are noi nuiy covereu uy
Monday afternoon will take up import-- j suranee, take no more chances, but frightfully low prices.
Do Not Forget that Phone Black 9
ant business and all members are urg--' see Joseph B. Hayward now.
ed to attend.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent is (the number that will reach TheoRooms elegantly furnished and hav- dore Corrick at his new location forBudweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros,
bottle beer for saie by Henry iCrick. ing all modern conveniences, includ- merly the Closson barn, and which
'Phone Red 35.
ing electric light, steam heat and will bring to your call the best hack
Blood Impurities are quickly remov- baths, in the First National
Bank line and livery service that the city afPRICE
and
QUALin
ed and systematic diseases properly building.' Apply to F. M. Jones.
fords.
treated by taking Zook's Sarsaparilla
The Spring display of Julius Gerdes
Girlie, Girlie, Girlie for pretty hair
with Iodine.
ribbons-gto the White House. Any in all lines tends to show that this
Mothers' Day In the local churches, kind, any color, only 15 cents.
store is keeping right up to the minute
SANTA FE HARDWARE AND SUPPLY COMPANY
reference will be made to Mothers' . Among Preparations of Iron Zook's on all lines. See the window display.
Day for whose observance Governor Elixir of Iron, Quinine and Strychnine
Again. Tonight Pathe's weekly at the
McDonald recently issued his procla-- : embodies
and Elks'.
mation.
j
Met The;
County Commissioners
board of county commissioners
met
That come up and bloom every year are
this afternoon at the county court
house. Among other business the
the ones to have in Santa Fe.
board is taking up the matter of a
FOR SALE NOW AT THE
bridge over the river near the Guadalupe church just east of the railroad

OUR STOCK

THE JEWELER.
MEADQUATERS

Scottish

tish Rite Masonic reunion next week
will again bring many visitors to San-- j
ta Fe who will remain several days,
It is such a pretty custom that it
has become almost universal to wear
a carnation on Mothers Day and to
rtmember her with a present of a lew i
bright (lowers. Get them at the Clar-- j

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,

Parsnips,

OP.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 11. New
and
fair
Mexico Tonight
warmer; Sunday fair.

About The Kind They Eat!

Radishes,

Spinach,

BOUND

Are Particular

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,

HUE Willi

For Those Who

1!

j

present.
j

Rendezvous For Meat

All members oi the Women's Kelief
Corps are requested to meet Monday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at Mrs. Theo.
Corrick, 119 Palace eve., to make tinal
anangements lor Memorial .Day.
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
Laundry brought into the oiiice will
tie reueemed at luc doz.
Knock Out Drops tor your dandelions, to be had at UO.EBfc.LS.
Guild Meeting There wiil be a spe-- j
cial meeting of the GuliQ o the Church
ot the Hoiy Faith at 4 o'clock on 1 ues-day alternoon at the home of Mrs. Har- roun. Every member is urged to be
1

j

Or At Our Counter.

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1912.

PLANTS

Clarendon Garden

structure.

Ride in E. M. F. car &nd be sure to'
get back.
No Story Telling Hour Owing to a
banquet in the assembly room of the
public library next Saturday, there will

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Phone Black 12.

Golden Glow, Phlox, Shasta Daisies, Pansies,
Hardy Blooming Shrubs and many others.

ALE

OUR

We have the Largest Lme of Rtsgs and Linoleum in the City to
be sold at the following Prices Ottfing this Sales
$40.00 Velvet Rugs
44
37.50
44
35.00

at $35.00 $27.00 Axminster at $22.50

44

44

44

44

22.50
30.00

25.00
20.00

44

44

20.00

44

44

17.50

V

Inlaid Linoleum at $1,50 Per Sq. Yd.

Floor Oil Cloth
Aft DPT?
rWiHr
C 0
1

I
!

Printed Linoleum at 75c. Per Sq. Yd.

Beautiful Patterns, at 50c. Per Yd.

A B'S Assortment of Wool and Velvet Carpets to be

Sold

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

at Very Low Prices.

NATKL&JM
41'

CARPET S!

SMM0N

